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ABSTRACT 

 

High temperature waste heat recovery has been gaining attention in recent years as it 

forms one of the largest sources of available energy. A rapid development of thermoelectric 

(TE) materials that can directly convert heat into electricity through the Seebeck effect, 

opens promising pathway for harvesting the thermal energy from the surroundings. In order 

to harvest the high-quality waste heat at elevated temperature, excellent thermal and 

mechanical stability of the TE materials is critical for a sustainable energy harvesting. In 

this respect, half-Heusler (hH) alloys are one of the promising high-temperature TE 

materials due to their high dimensionless thermoelectric figure of merit (zT) along with 

excellent mechanical and thermal stability. This dissertation demonstrates novel hH 

compositions and microstructures for the waste heat recovery systems. Focus in the thesis 

is on development of high performance hH TE materials with excellent in-air thermal 

stability at high temperatures (>700K). This will allow manufacturing of high efficiency 

and durable high temperature thermoelectric generators (TEGs). 

In chapter 3 and 4, a comprehensive optimization of n-type MNiSn and p-type MCoSb 

(M = Hf, Zr, and Ti) compounds is investigated through systematic control of processing 

parameters during melting and sintering. The synthesis conditions were controlled to 



achieve the phase purity, desired microstructure and the enhanced charge-carrier transport. 

Optimized n-type and p-type compositions are found to exhibit zTmax ~ 1 at 773 K.  

Chapter 5 describes breakthrough in decoupling of TE parameters in n-type half-

Heusler (hH) alloys through multi-scale nanocomposite architecture with tungsten 

nanoinclusions. The tungsten nanoparticles not only assist electron injection, thereby 

improving electrical conductivity, but also enhance the Seebeck coefficient through energy 

filtering effect. The microstructure comprises of disordered phases with feature sizes at 

multiple length scales, which assists in effective scattering of heat-carrying phonons over 

diverse mean-free-path ranges. Cumulatively, these effects are shown to result in 

outstanding thermoelectric performance of zTmax ~ 1.4 at 773 K and zTavg ~ 0.93 between 

300 and 973 K. 

In order to deploy TE materials into a thermal energy conversion device, it is essential 

to understand the transformation behavior under thermal cycling at high temperatures. In-

air thermal stability of the hH compositions is demonstrated in chapter 6. All the optimized 

compositions are found to be stable below 673 K in-air condition. The n-type MNiSn and 

p-type NbFeSb compounds were found to show good thermal stability even at higher

temperatures (>773K), whereas MCoSb compounds did not exhibit similar level of 

stability. 

Building upon the improved material performance and thermal stability, uni-coupled 

TE generators are demonstrated that exhibit high power density of 13.81 W⸱cm-2 and 

conversion efficiency of 10.9 % under a temperature difference of 674 K. The uni-couple 

TEG device shows stable performance for more than 150 hours at 873 K in air. These 

results are very promising for deployment of TE materials in waste heat recovery systems.
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GENERAL AUDIENCE ABSTRACT 

 

Based on the 2012 international energy agency (IEA) report, global waste heat energy 

is estimated to be in the range of 246 Exajoule (1 EJ = 1018 J). Tapping even small fraction 

of this wasted energy through thermal energy harvesting techniques will allow us to 

generate significant magnitude of green energy. Thermoelectrics (TEs) are one of the most 

promising thermal energy conversion materials as they offer cost-effective and 

environmentally friendly option with solid-state silent operation and scalability. Among 

many different options for high temperature TE materials, half-Heusler system is one of 

the leading candidates as it has the potential to provide high performance and thermal 

stability at temperatures as high as 873 K. 

The progress in developing practical half-Heusler materials has been limited for last 

two decades. Despite many publications, the maximum figure of merit (zT) of n-type half-

Heusler materials has been stagnant (zT ~ 1.0). Further, there has been a lack of focus 

towards module development that can operate under realistic conditions. This dissertation 

provides comprehensive studies on novel thermoelectric compositions and nanocomposites 

that are suitable for manufacturing of high temperature modules. Microstructural 

architectures proposed here provide the ability to tailor electronic transport and phonon 

scattering beyond the commonly demonstrated regimes. Optimized materials were 
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successfully implemented in efficient and stable thermoelectric generator exhibiting power 

density on the order of 13.81 W⸱cm-2, which is 1400 % higher than that of the fuel cell (~1 

W⸱cm-2). 
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Chapter 1     Introduction 

A rapid increase in global energy demand and greenhouse-gas emissions has turned the 

spotlight on energy efficiency and waste energy recovery. It is well-known [1-3] that a substantial 

portion (20-50 %) of the energy is lost as waste heat, resulting in total loss of 5 to 13 quadrillion 

Btu/yr [4] across US industry. According to Forman’s estimation, the fraction of work potential 

(Carnot potential) for global heat lost with hot-side temperature above 373 K is 79% and more 

than 55% waste heat has medium to high hot-side temperature of >573 K [5]. The Carnot efficiency 

of the system (theoretical maximum for converting thermal energy into useful work) increases 

with hot-side temperature. This indicates the importance of developing waste heat recovery 

mechanisms that can operate over wide temperature ranges and provide easy integration with 

variety of industrial processes. In this respect, thermoelectric (TE) energy harvesting is promising 

as it can provide wide temperature operation through casacading. Further, thermoelectric modules 

provide solid-state noiseless operation which is relevant for generator applications. 

 In order to harvest the high-quality waste heat at elevated temperatures using TEs, it is vital 

that the TE material has good thermal stability as well as high figure-of-merit (zT) over the entire 

range of operating temperatures. Half-Heusler (hH) compounds are an important class of TE 

materials for moderate to high temperature applications due to their excellent mechanical strength 

and in-air thermal stability [6]. Half-Heusler alloys have potential for mass-scale thermoelectric 

power generation where not only high output power density but also high mechanical stability and 

sustainability under repetitive thermal cycling is required. Most widely studied n-type MNiSn and 

p-type MCoSb (M = Hf, Zr, and Ti) alloys show much higher hardness (~10 and ~13 GPa) and 

elastic modulus (~190 and ~220 GPa) compared to that of other TE materials [7,8].  Further, a 

relatively small difference of coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) between n- and p-type hH is 
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beneficial towards long-term durability of TE modules [7]. The commonly used hH alloys exhibit 

excellent electrical transport properties as a result of sharp slope of the density of states (DOS) 

near the Fermi level and the narrow band gap (0.1-1.1 eV) [9,10]. However, relatively high thermal 

conductivity (7-17 W⸱m-1K-1 at 300 K) of hH alloys limits their zT. The magnitude of thermal 

conductivity is related to electronic and lattice transport [11]. Various strategies have been 

developed to effectively reduce the lattice thermal conductivity, such as introducing alloy 

scattering with additional mass or strain fluctuation [12-14] and enhancing phonon scattering by 

nanostructuring [15-18].  

This thesis demonstrates high TE performance hH alloys through control of processing and 

microstructural parameters ranging from nanostructuring to sintering conditions. Novel material 

design is introduced based upon multi-scale structural modification with multi-phase intrinsic and 

extrinsic metallic nanoinclusions. The high temperature thermal stability of the hH alloys is 

investigated by monitoring TE property variation during the high temperature heat treatment in 

air. Based upon the optimized half-Heusler TE alloys, high performance hH thermoelectric 

generator (TEG) is demonstrated with sustainable operation under high temperature heat cycling 

in air. 

This chapter will provide fundamental theory of thermoelectrics, current challenges in TEs, 

and our strategies for improving both material performance and thermal stability in order to realize 

a high output performance TEG module. 

1.1 Thermoelectric effect 

The thermoelectric effect implies conversion of temperature difference across a material 

couple to be directly converted into an electric voltage and vice-versa. It is thermodynamically 

reversible effect in contrast to an irreversible Joule heating (I2R) that always occurs as a result of 
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current flow in a resistive material. TE phenomenon comprises of three separate effects: Seebeck 

effect, Peltier effect and Thomson effect.  

1.1.1 Seebeck effect 

If two different conductors are connected electrically in series and thermally in parallel and 

one end of the junction (A) is maintained at higher temperature as compared to other junction (B) 

as shown in Figure 1a, then an electromotive force (V) is created across the junction that is 

proportional to the temperature gradient. The relationship between the temperature difference (ΔT) 

and the electric field (ΔV) is called as Seebeck effect and is described as: 

 𝑆𝐴𝐵 = 𝑆𝐴 − 𝑆𝐵 =
∆𝑉

∆𝑇
 (1.1) 

where S is the Seebeck coefficient of material (also called as thermopower). This effect has long 

been used in a thermocouple for sensitive, accurate, and reliable temperature measurements (or 

controls). This effect is being utilized for power generation to convert heat flux into electricity by 

forming thermoelectric circuit comprising of two different thermoelectric materials (n-doped and 

p-doped semiconductor) as illustrated in Figure 1b. 

1.1.2 Peltier effect 

Peltier effect implies creation of heat when electric current (I) is passed through a junction 

between two dissimilar conductors (Fig. 1a). The magnitude and direction of the generated heat 

(Q) is dependent on the current flow (I), given as: 

 𝑄𝑃𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑟 = Π𝐴𝐵 ∙ 𝐼 = (Π𝐴 − Π𝐵) ∙ 𝐼 (1.2) 
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Here Π is the Peltier coefficient which represents how much heat is produced per unit charge, and 

Π A and Π B are the coefficients of conductors A and B. Figure 1c shows one of the application of 

Peltier effect as thermoelectric refrigerator that can cool objects without any moving parts or 

circulating liquid. 

   

 

Figure 1.1 Schematic illustrations of (a) Seebeck effect and Peltier effect, (b) thermoelectric 

generator, (c) thermoelectric refrigerator. 

1.1.3 Thomson effect 

Thomson effect indicates the heating or cooling of a single current-carrying conductor 

depending upon the relative direction to temperature gradient. When a current (I) is passed through 
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a homogeneous conductor placed across a temperature difference (ΔT), Thomson heat (𝑄𝑇ℎ𝑜𝑚𝑠𝑜𝑛) 

is generated in proportion to both the current and the temperature gradient. It can be described as 

 𝑄𝑇ℎ𝑜𝑚𝑠𝑜𝑛 = τ ∙ 𝐼 ∙ Δ𝑇 (1.3) 

where τ is the Thomson coefficient.  

1.1.4 Kelvin (or Thomson) relationships 

In 1854, Lord Kelvin (William Thomson) discovered two relationships between the three 

thermoelectric effects based on fundamental thermodynamics. The first Kelvin relation is given 

as: 

 τ = 𝑇 ∙
𝑑𝑆

𝑑𝑇
 (1.4) 

where T is the absolute temperature of the material. It represents relation between the Seebeck 

coefficient and Thomson coefficient. The second Kelvin relation provides expression of the Peltier 

coefficient in terms of the Seebeck coefficient as: 

 Π = T ∙ S (1.5) 

These relationships have been experimentally proven in many thermoelectric materials. 

1.2 Thermoelectric parameters 

TE effects are related to charge or heat carrier transport in a material by external heat or power 

source. There are several physical properties that contribute to thermal and electrical transport. 

Thus, it is necessary to understand the interrelationship between these properties along with the 

individual characteristics to quantitatively explain the thermoelectric effects.   
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1.2.1 Electrical conductivity 

Electrical conduction is the transport of electric charges in a material resulting from an applied 

electric field. In a classical theory, the electrical conductivity in a solid can be written using Drude 

model as: 

 𝜎 = 𝑛𝑒𝜇 =
𝑛𝑒2𝜏

𝑚∗
 (1.6) 

where n is carrier concentration, e is electron charge,  (=eτ/m*) is carrier mobility, m* is effective 

mass, and τ is relaxation time.  

In quantum mechanics, the flow of electrons in a solid can be described by the Boltzmann 

transport equation [19]. If we assume that it has a constant relaxation time (τ) and isotropic 

parabolic energy band, the electrical conductivity can be simplified as: 

 𝜎 =
2𝑒2𝜏

𝑚∗
(

𝑚∗𝑘𝐵𝑇

2𝜋ℎ2
)

3/2

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
−|𝐸𝐹|

𝑘𝐵𝑇
) (1.7) 

 𝑛 = 2 (
𝑚∗𝑘𝐵𝑇

2𝜋ℏ2
)

3/2

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
−|𝐸𝐹|

𝑘𝐵𝑇
) (1.8) 

here kB is Boltzmann constant, ℏ is Planck’s constant, and EF is the Fermi energy of the system. 

1.2.2 Seebeck coefficient 

As discussed in 1.1.1, the magnitude of the Seebeck effect is evaluated in terms of Seebeck 

coefficient (S), defined as the potential difference created per unit temperature difference 

(Equation 1.1). For metals or heavily doped semiconductors, the Seebeck coefficient can be given 

by Mott formula as following [20]: 

 𝑆 =
𝜋3

3

𝑘𝐵
2𝑇

𝑒

𝜕𝑙𝑛𝜎

𝜕𝐸
|

𝐸=𝐸𝐹

 (1.9) 
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The Mott relation provides the interrelationship between the Seebeck coefficient and the 

electrical conductivity. It can be further simplified by assuming a parabolic band structure along 

with energy-independent scattering approximation [21,22] as following: 

 𝑆 =
8𝜋2𝑘𝐵

2

3𝑒ℎ2
𝑚∗𝑇 (

𝜋

3𝑛
)

2/3

 (1.10) 

This simplified equation indicates that larger effective mass and lower carrier concentration 

will contribute to the higher Seebeck coefficient.  

1.2.3 Thermal conductivity 

The heat transport in materials occurs through charge carriers and lattice vibrations (phonons). 

For metals and semiconductors, the overall thermal conductivity can be expressed as the 

summation of two independent terms: 

 𝜅 = 𝜅𝑒 + 𝜅𝑙 (1.11) 

where κe is the electronic contribution and κl is the phonon contribution to thermal conductivity.  

Most of the electronic thermal conductivity is directly related to the electrical conductivity by 

the Wiedemann-Franz law [23]:   

 𝜅𝑒 = 𝐿𝜎𝑇 = 𝐿𝑛𝑒𝜇𝑇 (1.12) 

where L is the Lorenz number, which is defined as the ratio κe/σT. For metals or degenerate 

semiconductors, it is given as: 

   𝐿 =
𝜋2

3
(

𝑘𝐵

𝑒
)

2

= 2.44 × 10−8W ∙ Ω ∙ K−2 (1.13) 

Non-degenerate semiconductors have a significant deviation from the degenerate limit number 

(2.44×10-8 W⸱Ω⸱K-2) when they exhibit alternative scattering mechanisms rather than acoustic 
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phonons or non-parabolic band structures. Kim et al. [24] suggested a simple equation for the 

Lorenz number given as: 

 𝐿 = 1.5 + exp [−
|𝑆|

116
] (1.14) 

Experimentally measured Seebeck coefficient (S) can be applied in the calculation to estimate 

the Lorenz number. 

1.2.4 Lattice thermal conductivity 

Another important heat transport mechanism involves lattice vibrations. In a solid, atoms are 

bonded to each other and thus atomic vibrations are coupled. This introduces waves corresponding 

to the cooperative vibrations of many atoms that identically oscillate at a single frequency. This is 

called as “phonon” and it plays a major role in the heat and charge transport. The thermal 

conductivity due to phonons (κl) is proportional to the mean velocity (νph) and the mean free path 

of phonons (lph), and is given as: 

 𝜅𝑙 =
1

3
𝐶𝑣𝜈𝑝ℎ𝑙𝑝ℎ (1.15) 

 where Cv is the specific heat capacity at constant volume.  

The phonon waves can interact with other phonons or get scattered by the defects, impurities, 

or crystal boundaries while traveling through the material. The traveling distance (or path) of 

phonons is determined by these scattering events, and can be defined as: 

 𝑙𝑝ℎ = 𝜈𝑝ℎ𝜏 (1.16) 

where τ is the phonon relaxation time for different types of scattering mechanisms such as phonon-

phonon scattering (Umklapp), phonon-impurity scattering, phonon-boundary scattering, and 
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phonon-electron scattering. Each scattering mechanism can be defined by a relaxation rate (1/τ) 

and the overall scattering process can be expressed using Matthiessen’s rule as: 

 
1

𝜏
=

1

𝜏𝑈
+

1

𝜏𝑀
+

1

𝜏𝐵
+

1

𝜏𝑝ℎ−𝑒
 (1.17) 

where τU is Umklapp phonon-phonon scattering, τM is phonon-impurity scattering, τB is phonon-

boundary scattering, and τph-e is phonon-electron scattering, respectively.  

1.2.5 Figure of merit (zT) 

By considering all the parameters and their relationships that contribute to the thermoelectric 

effects, the thermoelectric performance is generally described by dimensionless figure of merit 

(zT) as: 

 𝑧𝑇 =
𝜎𝑆2

𝜅
𝑇 (1.18) 

where σ, S, T, and κ are the electrical conductivity, Seebeck coefficient, absolute temperature 

(Kelvin), and thermal conductivity, respectively. Here, the electronic transport, S2σ, is called as 

power factor, representing capability of a material for power generation at a given temperature. 

The figure of merit, zT, indicates that higher electrical conductivity and Seebeck coefficient are 

preferable along with lower thermal conductivity to maximize zT. However, that is challenging 

because these properties are strongly coupled with each other. Figure 1.2 displays a carrier 

concentration dependence of thermoelectric parameters. For example, electrical conductivity and 

thermal conductivity are simultaneously increased by increasing carrier concentration. On the 

other hand, the higher carrier concentration leads to decrease of Seebeck coefficient. Therefore, 

there exists an optimum point in both power factor (PF, S2σ) and zT. The optimum carrier  
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concentration of thermoelectric materials is normally on the order of 1019~1021 cm-3, which is 

range for heavily-doped semiconductors.    

 The figure of merit for different TE materials exhibits distinct temperature dependence as 

shown in Figure 1.3. Typical TE materials used in demonstrations are Bi2Te3 [25,26], PbTe [27], 

Skutterudite [28,29], half-Heusler [30,31], and SiGe alloys [32,33]. Interestingly, each TE material 

exhibits the specific temperature region where zT is maximized. For example, Bi2Te3 alloy 

displays highest zT around 376 K while the zT of SiGe alloy is maximized at higher temperature 

of 1173 K. 

 

Figure 1.2 Schematic plots of TE properties as a function of carrier concentration [22]. 
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Therefore, it is important to carefully select a proper TE material according to the temperature 

region and application as shown in Figure 1.3. Here, it can be noted that half-Heusler alloy shows 

excellent TE performance in the range of 750 to 973 K (marked as red) as compared to other TE 

materials. This indicates its great potential and advantage in use for medium and high temperature 

energy harvesting application. 

 

Figure 1.3 Temperature dependence of figure of merit for different thermoelectric materials 

[25-33].  
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1.3 Thermoelectric generator and conversion efficiency 

Thermoelectric energy harvesting has been gaining interest as a promising mechanism for 

power generation from wasted heat. The thermal power generation device based on TE materials 

is called as thermoelectric generator (TEG). In general, the TEG consists of p-type and n-type 

thermoelectric semiconductor connected electrically in series and thermally in parallel as shown 

in Figure 1.4. When a temperature gradient is applied to the TE materials, an electrical field is 

developed across the TE legs and current flows through n- and p-type legs to external circuit 

through metallic electrodes. Normally, a large number of pairs of n- and p-type TE semiconductors 

(couples) are arrayed on an insulator plate. One side of the legs contacts the heat source while the 

other to a sink to create temperature gradient into the TE material.     

 

Figure 1.4 Schematic illustration of TEG module and the detailed structure of individual uni-

couple in the module.  
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The conversion efficiency of the TE power generator is defined as: 

 𝜂 =
𝑇ℎ − 𝑇𝑐

𝑇ℎ

√1 + 𝑍𝑇 − 1

√1 + 𝑍𝑇 + 𝑇𝑐/𝑇ℎ

 (1.19) 

where Th is the hot side temperature, Tc is the cold side temperature, and ZT is the average figure 

of merit for TE materials. The equation implies that higher conversion efficiency of TEG is 

attributed to both higher material average figure of merit and larger temperature difference 

between hot and cold side. Figure 1.5 shows the theoretical calculations for TEG conversion 

efficiency (η) as a function of the hot side temperature (Th) and the average figure of merit zT for 

TE materials while holding the cold side temperature (Tc) as constant at 373 K. It is obvious that 

higher hot side temperature increases the conversion efficiency and the material zT improvement 

leads to further enhancement in efficiency. A TEG device with an average ZT of 2.0 can convert 

thermal energy into electricity with 20% efficiency at hot side temperature of 1000 K. 
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Figure 1.5 Theoretical TEG conversion efficiency as a function of hot side temperature and 

material’s average figure of merit (ZT) [34]. 
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1.4 Half-Heusler alloy 

In 1903, Friedrich Heusler discovered magnetic intermetallic compound, Cu2MnSn, and 

revealed strong ferromagnetic property in this material system [35]. These compounds, termed as 

“Heusler compound”, comprise of ternary intermetallic face-centered cubic (fcc) sublattice 

structures with a composition of A2BX, where A and B are transition metals and X is in the p-

block. Half-Heusler alloys have one vacant fcc sublattice within three interpenetrating fcc 

sublattice structure, corresponding to a general formula of ABX as shown in Figure 1.6. This 

material can have a wide range of bandgap from 0.1 eV to 3.7 eV depending upon the occupancy 

of the elements. For thermoelectric application, narrow bandgap (0.1-1.1 eV) compounds are 

generally used with 18 valence electron count (VEC) per unit cell. All three positions (X, A, and 

B) in the crystal structure can be doped by other elements to change VEC for hH alloys as 

represented in Figure 1.6. Most widely studied compounds are n-type MNiSn and p-type MCoSb 

compounds (M = Hf, Zr, and Ti) that exhibit high Seebeck coefficient of above ~200 V/K at 

room temperature in the undoped condition [11,36]. This is related to the sharp feature of the 

carrier density of state (DOE) near the Fermi energy (higher 
𝑑𝑛(𝐸)

𝑑𝐸
 ) from d-band of nickel or cobalt 

[6,9,37,38].  

Despite the high power factor (S2σ), a relatively high thermal conductivity has been a 

bottleneck in achieving high figure of merit in half-Heusler system compared to other TE 

materials. The thermal conductivity of the typical TE materials are listed in Table 1.1 

[17,26,28,39-42]. The thermal conductivity of half-Heusler alloy is more than double of that 

other TE materials. A predominant contribution to the high thermal conductivity is related to the 

higher lattice thermal conductivity. The lattice thermal conductivity can be separately controlled  
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from that of electrical charge transport through promotion of phonon scattering. Enhancing the 

phonon scattering to reduce the lattice thermal conductivity is one of the most effective pathways 

in half-Heusler systems. 

 

Table 1.1 A comparison of thermal conductivity and lattice thermal conductivity in TE 

materials  

Materials 
Thermal Conductivity 

(W/m⸱K) 

Lattice Thermal conductivity 

(W/m⸱K) 

Half-Heusler [17] 5~6 2.5~3.5 

Skutterudite [28] 2.0~3.5 1.2~2.0 

PbTe [41,42] 1.0~3.0 0.8~1.5 

SiGe [39,40] 2.0~3.0 1.5~2.0 

Bi
0.5

Sb
1.5

Te
3 [26] 0.8~1.2 0.3~0.6 

 

Figure 1.6 Schematic illustration of XAB half-Heusler crystal structure and potential elements 

that occupy each site [43]. 
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1.5 Review on state-of-the-art half-Heusler thermoelectric materials 

Figure 1.7 reviews the state-of-the-art zT reported for n- and p-type half-Heusler alloys in 

literature [16,30,31,44-51]. Table 1.2 provides more details on composition, maximum and 

average zT, and processing strategy. As shown in Figure 1.7b, new composition development in 

p-type hH led to significant advancement of thermoelectric performance. As a result, p-type hH 

alloys show higher zT than that of n-type. Various approaches and strategies have been applied to 

control physical properties of hH compounds for improving zT [16,30,31,44-51]. Many of the 

earlier studies have mainly focused on compositional optimization [11,30,36,52-60]. As discussed 

in section 1.2.5, thermoelectric properties are very sensitive to the carrier concentration and band 

structure. Half-Heusler structure has excellent variability in terms of doping or substitution of 

elements because all three atomic positions can be doped by either single or multiple dopants on 

multiple sites as discussed in section 1.4 [6,61]. For example, Rausch et al. [49] demonstrated 

effective tuning of TE properties in (Ti/Zr/Hf)CoSb1-xSnx system through carrier concentration 

optimization and phase separation by controlling Sn-doping and Ti/Hf ratio. M-site substitution 

strategy has been presented in n-type MNiSn system [44,46]. Another effective method to achieve 

higher zT is by enhancing phonon scattering through nanostructures. The nanostructuring 

approach [16,17] for suppressing thermal conductivity in both n-type MNiSn and p-type MCoSb 

system is similar to microstructural studies conducted on other TE materials [26,39,40]. Recently, 

new p-type hH compositions have been investigated based on the theoretical prediction of their 

high band degeneracy [31,48,50,51,62,63]. These new compositions have shown promising TE 

performance as described in Figure 1.7 and Table 1.2.  
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Figure 1.7 State-of-the-art for figure of merit (zT) based on the results published in literature 

for (a) n-type [30,44-47] and (b) p-type hH compounds [16,31,48-51]. More detailed 

information is provided in Table 1.2. 
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Table 1.2 Summary of the TE performance for the n-type and p-type half-Heusler alloys based 

upon the literature [16,30,31,44-51] 

 

1.6 Objectives and outline 

There has been extensive development of TE materials which has resulted in strong and growing 

demand for practical TE devices. However, the implementation of realistic devices has been 

lagging as compared to the material development for reasons such as: (i) lack of study on material’s 

# Composition Type zTmax  
(Temp/K) 

zTavg 
(Temp/K) Major Process Ref. 

1 Zr
0.2

Hf
0.8

NiSn
0.985

Sb
0.015

 n 
1.1 

(1000) 
0.651 

(300-1000) 
Composition Optimization [30] 

2 Hf
0.25

Zr
0.75

NiSn
0.99

Sb
0.01

 n 
1.0 

(973) 
0.722 

(300-1000) 
Stronger point defect 

scattering by Hf substitution  
[44] 

3 Hf
0.6

Zr
0.4

NiSn
0.995

Sb
0.005

 n 
1.2 

(850) 
0.822 

(300-1000) 
Annealing near melting point [45] 

4 Ti
0.5

Hf
0.5

NiSn
0.98

Sb
0.02

 n 
1.1 

(800) 
0.797 

(300-1000) 
Atomic scale defect disorder 

by Ti-substitution on Hf site 
[46] 

5 (Zr
0.4

Hf
0.6

)Nb
0.12

CoSb n 
0.99 

(1173) 
0.419 

(300-1000) 
Lanthanide contraction using 

Nb substitution 
[47] 

6 Zr
0.5

Hf
0.5

CoSb
0.8

Sn
0.2

 p 
0.8 

(973) 
0.55 

(300-973) 
Nanostructuring [16] 

7 FeNb
0.88

Hf
0.12

Sb p 
1.4 

(1200) 
0.8 

(300-1200) 

Selecting heavier dopant of 

Hf, Optimized PF and 

reduced 
lattice

 
[31] 

8 Nb
0.6

Ti
0.4

FeSb
0.95

Sn
0.05

 p 
1.0 

(973) 
0.53 

(300-973) 
Composition Optimization [48] 

9 Ti
0.25

Hf
0.75

CoSb
0.85

Sn
0.15

 p 
1.2 

(973) 
0.72 

(400-973) 
Composition Optimization 

Phase separation 
[49] 

10 ZrCoBi
0.65

Sb
0.15

Sn
0.20

 p 
1.42 
(973) 

0.81 
(300-973) 

High band degeneracy in 

conjunction with a lowest 

mean sound velocity 
[50] 

11 Ta
0.74

V
0.1

Ti
0.16

FeSb p 
1.52 
(973) 

0.93 
(300-973) 

High band degeneracy, 

strong point defect scattering 
[51] 
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stability under realistic operating condition, (ii) complexity in achieving very low contact 

resistance on the order of few ⸱cm2 level, and (iii) challenges in fabricating sustainable and 

reliable TEG legs exhibiting robust mechanical and thermal strength as well as good matching of 

thermal expansion coefficient between p- and n-type legs. This dissertation addresses all these 

challenges and provides fundamental insight into design of both TE material and modules based 

upon half-Heusler alloys. 

Systematic material optimization process for both n-type and p-type hH alloys is discussed in 

chapter 3 and 4 with baseline of the materials and the synthesis approaches. Using the optimized 

synthesis conditions and material compositions, novel multi-phase nanocomposite was developed 

with a record high zT of ~1.4 in n-type hH compound. The exceptional TE performance of newly 

developed materials and underlying mechanisms providing these high responses will be discussed 

in chapter 5. In order to design and implement TEG device, thermal oxidation behavior and 

stability of the developed TE compounds was studied at high temperatures in air. Chapter 6 will 

provide results on implementation of the hH materials in high temperature applications. Lastly in 

chapter 7, high efficiency uni-couple thermoelectric generator (TEG) module is fabricated using 

developed half-Heusler materials. The uni-couple TEG device showed outstanding conversion 

efficiency of ~10.7 % and power density of ~13.93 W⸱cm-2 under the temperature difference of 

674 K. We believe that this dissertation covering materials to practical devices can provide 

fundamental guidance for design of both high performance TE materials and modules.        
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Chapter 2     Experimental and characterization 

2.1 Sample preparation 

(Hf0.6Zr0.4)NiSn0.99Sb0.01, (Hf0.5Zr0.5)1-xTixCoSb1-ySny (x = 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, and y = 0.10, 0.15, 

0.20, 0.25) and (Nb0.6Ti0.4)FeSb0.95Sn0.05 compositions were synthesized using radio-frequency 

(RF) induction melting under an argon atmosphere for 5 minutes. Stoichiometric amounts of high 

purity metal precursors of hafnium piece (99.9%, Alfa Aesar), zirconium slug (99.9%, Alfa Aesar), 

nickel slug (99.995%, Alfa Aesar), titanium slug (99.995%, Alfa Aesar), niobium slug (99.95%, 

Alfa Aesar), iron slug (99.95%), antimony shot (99.999%, Alfa Aesar), and tin wire (99.95%, Alfa 

Aesar) were mixed to obtain the desired compositions. The ingots were rotated and re-melted 

several times to ensure homogeneity. The resulting ingots were pulverized and transferred in a 

stainless steel container with grinding balls under an argon environment in a glove box. 

Mechanical milling was conducted for 4 hours using SPEX mixer/mill (Model 8000D, SPEX 

SamplePrep, Metuchen, NJ). In order to synthesize multi-phase nanocomposite in n-type hH 

compounds, the grinded n-type (Hf0.6Zr0.4)NiSn0.99Sb0.01 powders were mixed in three different 

amounts (x = 2, 5, and 10 wt%) with tungsten nanoparticles (99.7%, Sky Spring Nanomaterials) 

by using SPEX mixer/mill. The mixed powders were consolidated by Spark Plasma Sintering 

(SPS, Model Dr. Sinter-625V, Fuji, Japan) at three different temperatures of 1223, 1323, and 1423 

K under a pressure of 80 MPa for 5 minutes, yielding fully dense pellets. Figure 2.1 briefly 

summarizes the flowchart for half-Heusler alloy synthesis. The sintered pellets were cut in the 

shape of a bar and disk for a ZEM-3 and laser flash thermal diffusivity measurement, respectively.     
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Figure 2.1   Schematic diagram of experimental procedure for hH alloy synthesis. 

2.2 Material Characterization 

2.2.1 X-ray diffraction (XRD) 

The crystal structure and phase formation was investigated using high resolution X-ray 

diffractometer (Model D8 advance, Bruker) with Cu-K radiation ( = 1.5418 Å ). The refinement 

by Rietveld method was applied using Panalytical X’Pert highscore plus software. In order to study 

phase stability of hH alloys at higher temperatures, in-situ XRD was performed while heating the 

sample stage at 573, 673, 773, 798, 823, 848, and 873 K using Malvern Panalytical X'Pert3 MRD 

system.     

2.2.2 Microscopy analysis 

The microstructure and elemental distribution of the hH alloys was studied using 

environmental scanning electron microscope (ESEM, Quanta 600 FEG, FEI) with an acceleration 

voltage of 20 kV. High-resolution iridium was coated on the SEM samples by sputter coater (Leica 

ACE 600). Cross-sectional SEM samples for the thermal stability study were mounted in Buehler 
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Probemet epoxy using sample mounting press (Simplimet 2000, Buehler). The mounted cross-

sectional samples were polished using auto grinding/polisher (Multiprep, Allied High Tech 

Products Inc.) with a fine diamond suspension (0.05 m). Multi-scale n-type hH nanocomposite 

structure was investigated using a high-resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM, 

JEOL 2100). 

2.2.3 Physical property characterization  

As shown in Figure 2.2, the electrical conductivity and Seebeck coefficient were 

simultaneously measured over the temperature range of 300 to 973 K using a commercial Seebeck 

coefficient/electric resistance measuring system (ZEM-3, Ulvac-Riko, Japan). The thermal 

conductivity was determined through the measurement of thermal diffusivity using a laser flash 

system (LFA 467 HT HyperFlash, Netzsch, Germany/ TC-1200RH, Ulvac-Riko, Japan). Specific 

heat (Cp) was measured with a differential scanning calorimeter (Netzsch DSC 214) under argon 

gas protection. Magnetotransport data, consisting of Hall resistivity (transverse electrical 

resistivity yielding carrier density) and longitudinal resistivity (yielding electrical conductivity and 

carrier mobility) were measured in a dedicated magnetotransport setup (8400 series, Lakeshore, 

USA) at room temperature (298 K), using 4-point contact van der Pauw sample configurations 

with in-paint ohmic contacts. Data was obtained over magnetic fields up to 1.4 T, with a sample 

current excitation of 200 mA rms. A voltage preamplifier and lock-in amplifier were used to 

measure the voltage signals. The linearity of the current-voltage characteristics of the ohmic 

contacts was verified up to the 200 mA excitation current. 
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Figure 2.2 Physical property measurement systems for various thermoelectric parameters. 

2.3 In-air thermal stability measurement 

Figure 2.3 shows experimental procedure for steady-state stability test for half-Heusler alloys 

at high temperature in-air condition. Several bar-shaped samples were made from the same hH 

wafer (Fig. 2.3a) and then the mass, electrical resistivity, and Seebeck coefficient of the samples 

were measured at room temperature as represented in Figure 2.3b and 2.3c. The samples show 

good uniformity in electrical resistivity and Seebeck coefficient. High temperature annealing was 

applied at 823 and 873 K for 24 and 72 hours in air using box furnace (Blue M box furnace, 

Lindberg). After the heat treatment, a variation of the base property for annealed samples was 

explored using ZEM-3 and high resolution electronic balance. The oxidation phases on the surface 

of annealed samples were identified by XRD (Model D8 advance, Bruker) as described in the 

section 2.2.1. In addition, cross-sectional SEM/EDS mapping was performed to estimate the oxide 

thickness and elemental analysis as discussed in the section 2.2.2.  
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Figure 2.3 (a) Experimental procedure for steady-steady thermal stability test, (b) baseline 

measurement of electric conductivity, and (c) Seebeck coefficient.   

 

2.4 TEG module fabrication  

Figure 2.4 represents the TEG fabrication process based on the developed half-Heusler 

compounds. The uni-couple hH based TEG modules were fabricated using n-type 

(Hf0.5Zr0.5)NiSn0.99Sb0.01 half-Heusler with 5 wt% of tungsten nanocomposites and two different 
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p-type (Hf0.4Zr0.4Ti0.2)CoSb0.8Sn0.2 and (Nb0.6Ti0.4)FeSb0.95Sn0.05 compounds. The hH wafers were 

cut into 2.2 mm x 2.2 mm x 1.94 mm legs for n-type and 2.3 mm x 2.3 mm x 1.95 mm legs for p-

type materials. The p- and n-legs were connected electrically in series and thermally in parallel by 

the copper interconnect high-temperature brazing material. 

 

 

Figure 2.4   Schematic flowchart of TEG module fabrication from a sintered hH wafer to an 

uni-couple TEG module. 

 

2.5 Device measurement  

The contact resistance of legs was measured using home-made scanning probe system [64]. 

The simultaneous measurement of the output power and the efficiency for TEG was performed 

under the vacuum condition with a pressure of ~10-6 mbar. A constant heat flow from the heater 

was applied on top side of TEG using home-made power supply. The TEG output performance 

was evaluated by recording the open circuit voltage (𝑉𝑜𝑐), device voltage (𝑉𝑑), internal resistance 

(𝑟𝑖) and the peak power output (𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥) with changing hot side temperature from 473 K to 1023 K 

under constant cold-side temperature at 293 K. The detailed set up of the measurement is illustrated 

in Figure 2.5. 
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Figure 2.5 Schematic illustration of setup to measure TEG performance and picture of half-

Heusler uni-couple TEG  
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Chapter 3     Fine tuning of thermoelectric properties on n-type 

(Hf,Zr)NiSn half-Heusler alloys 

3.1 Introduction 

Thermoelectric properties are highly sensitive to the chemical composition, phase purity, 

crystal structure, and microstructure of materials which affect the electrical and thermal transport 

behavior. For example, the presence of an impurity phase in thermoelectric compounds leads to a 

stoichiometric imbalance of the composition and changes carrier density and mobility. This further 

results in a large deviation in the electrical conductivity and the Seebeck coefficient from the 

desired number [65-67]. This can also impact the material’s thermal conductivity through impurity 

scattering [68]. The grain size and microstructure play an important role in controlling the thermal 

conductivity when the length scale is comparable to the mean free path of phonon and electrons 

for enhanced boundary scattering [15,18]. The thermoelectric parameters are strongly interrelated 

with each other as discussed in chapter 1. For instance, increasing carrier concentration results in 

a higher electrical conductivity, a lower Seebeck coefficient and an increase of electronic thermal 

conductivity (κe). Thus, there will be limited effect on the zT value. 

It is obvious that an optimization of the synthesis process and material composition is needed 

to achieve a higher zT. In this chapter, we systematically studied n-type MNiSn (M = Hf, Zr) based 

alloys by methodically controlling processing parameters ranging from melting to sintering 

conditions. The peak zT of n-type hH alloy reached to 0.97 at 873K through this comprehensive 

optimization. 
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3.2 Synthesis of pure half-Heusler phase  

Figure 3.1 shows the phase formation of n-type (Hf,Zr)NiSn compounds with different 

crucibles utilized during the RF induction melting. Out of the various melting techniques, RF 

induction melting process has benefit in producing homogenous alloys by natural metal stirring 

from magnetic fields. Pure metal precursors are filled in a crucible and placed in a quartz tube with 

vacuum sealing as shown in Figure 3.1a. After purging and filling argon gas three times, high-

frequency alternating current (AC) is applied to heat up the crucible under argon gas flow. Either 

the crucible or the precursor material should be electrically conductive to heat up by the formation 

of eddy current. The crucible should be thermally stable and robust to be able to handle the high 

temperature melting process.  

 

Figure 3.1 (a) RF induction melting set-up and (b) the XRD results of n-type hH ingots 

depending on the crucible selection (i-iv). The inset illustration in (a) represents a final design 

of the crucible for the melting process. 
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Due to high melting point and reactive nature of some precursors such as hafnium (Tm.p = 2500 

K) and zirconium (Tm.p = 2128 K), some impurity phases were observed when RF induction 

heating or heat conservation is not sufficient by removing a lid (Fig. 3.1a-i) or by applying an 

insulating lid (Fig. 3.1a-iii) as shown in Figure 3.1b. In addition, a graphite crucible reacts with 

hafnium and produces a hafnium carbide phases (Fig. 3.1a-ii and 1b). The tungsten crucible with 

a conductive lid (Fig. 3.1-iv) provides not only sufficient heating but also a good heat conservation 

as a closed system, resulting in a single pure phase formation. It is noted that graphite has benefits 

in the induction heating from quicker built-in heat and faster heat transfer due to higher electrical 

resistivity (graphite = 3-60 x 10-5 ⸱m and W = 5.6 x 10-8 ⸱m) and thermal conductivity (κgraphite 

= 470 W⸱m-1⸱K-1 and κW = 173 W⸱m-1⸱K-1) even though it makes the impurity phase upon contact 

with hH. Therefore, the most suitable crucible materials to melt half-Heusler composition is found 

to be the tungsten crucible with a graphite heat supporter around the crucible as illustrated in the 

inset of Figure 3.1a. 

  Next, high energy ball milling was used to make nano-sized powders subsequent to the RF 

induction melting as shown in Figure 3.2a. It is important to properly seal a milling jar under inert 

atmosphere before and after milling to avoid powder oxidation during the loading process. The 

exposure of the powder to the air can lead to a rapid ignition (the inset of Fig. 3.2b) due to high 

oxidation reactivity of the nanopowders with increasing surface area, resulting in impurity phase 

formation of hafnium oxide and zirconium oxide as shown in Figure 3.2b. Figure 3.3 presents the 

microstructure of the hH nanopowders before and after ball milling. It is clear that the particle size 

is noticeably reduced by the milling process from few tens of micron to few hundred nanometers. 

In addition, the size and shape of the particles are much more uniform in contrast to the ingot case.  
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Figure 3.2 (a) High energy ball milling process for a pulverization of hH ingot in nano-scale 

(b) XRD results of the nanopowders according to the process conditions.  

 

Figure 3.4 shows PXRD peak broadening effect by increasing ball milling time up to 6 hours. 

All the samples exhibit a single phase without any impurity phases and the diffraction peak became 

broader with the longer milling time. The peak broadening can be related to particle size reduction 

as peak width is inversely proportional to crystallite size through Scherrer equation. The Scherrer 

equation is given as: 

 β(2θ) =
𝐾 ∙ 𝜆

𝐿 ∙ 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
 (3.1) 

where λ is the X-ray wavelength ([Cu-K] = 0.15418 nm), θ is the Bragg angle, L is the mean size 

of the crystalline domains, β is full width half maximum (FWHM), and K is dimensionless shape 

factor of the crystal. The crystallite size of the nanopowders is plotted as a function of milling time 

using the equation 3.1 as represented in Figure 3.4b. Here, the calculated size may be smaller or 

equal to the grain size. The crystallite size decreases with increasing milling time and the shrinkage 

rate reduces after 4 hours. 
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Figure 3.3 SEM images of n-type hH (a) ingot and (b) nanopowder after 4 hours of milling. 

 

Figure 3.4. (a) Powder x-ray diffractions as a function of high energy ball milling time, (b) 

corresponding crystal size calculated from x-ray line broadening. 
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3.3 Effect of sintering temperature on thermoelectric properties 

The nanopowder was consolidated using spark plasma sintering (SPS) technique as presented 

in Figure 3.5a. Figure 3.5b describes the basic configuration of SPS system. The powder is 

stacked in a graphite die with the pressure applied along the vertical direction. The pulsed DC 

power is applied to the electrode and the DC current directly passes through the graphite die and 

the powder. It generates internal heat in the sample resulting in rapid heating of the material. In 

contrast, during conventional sintering techniques, heat is provided by external heating source. 

This internal heating using SPS allows a very high rate of heating or cooling as shown in Figure 

3.5c. This enhances densification of the sample within a short period of holding time (2~5 min). 

These features allow retaining of nanosized grains in the densified bulk from a nanopowder by 

restricting the coarsening and grain growth. Using SPS technique, the optimization of sintering 

temperature was conducted in n-type (Hf0.6Zr0.4)NiSn0.99Sb0.01 compound.      

 

Figure 3.5 (a) Spark plasma sintering (SPS) process, (b) Schematic diagram of SPS system, and 

(c) temperature profiles of three different sintering conditions. 
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Figure 3.6 represents XRD results under three different sintering temperatures. All three 

samples show a single phase and no peak shift is observed. Lower sintering temperature of 1223 

K results in a poor mechanical strength with some cracks in contrast to the higher sintering 

temperature (product pictures shown in Fig. 3.6). The SEM images in Figure 3.7a-c display the 

effect of sintering temperature on microstructure and density of hH alloy. In general, the SPS 

pellets exhibit a high density of over 95 % in spite of short sintering time of about 20 minutes, and 

the density is further improved by applying higher temperatures. The grain size is also gradually 

increased by elevating sintering temperature as shown in Figure 3.7d. The average grain size 

almost doubles from 450 nm to 1 m when the sintering temperature is increased from 1223K to 

1423 K. 

 

Figure 3.6 X-ray diffraction of SPS pellets as a function of sintering temperature and pictures of 

obtained samples. 
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Figure 3.7 SEM images of SPS pellets after sintering at (a) 1223 K, (b) 1323 K, and (c) 1423 

K. (d) The average grain size as a function of the temperature. 

 

Figure 3.8 shows the TE property dependence on sintering temperature in n-type 

(Hf0.5Zr0.5)NiSn0.99Sn0.01 compound. In general, the electrical conductivity is decreased by 

increasing temperature in a degenerate semiconductor and the lower sintering temperature leads 

to a rapid drop in the electrical conductivity (Fig. 3.8a). Basically, the grain boundaries can act as 

a scattering center for both charge carriers and heat-carrying phonons and the impact becomes 

more significant when the grain size considerably goes down to the scale of mean free path of the 

carriers. Thus, the nanoscale low temperature SPS sample (1223 K) exhibits a substantial decrease 

in the electrical conductivity by electron-grain boundary scattering in contrast to the higher 

temperature SPS samples (1323 K and 1423 K). On the other hand, the Seebeck coefficient is 

increased by reducing the grain size as shown in Figure 3.8b. It can be noted that grain boundary 

can negatively affect the carrier mobility through electron scattering at grain boundaries, however, 
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it is possible to have a positive impact through energy filtering effect. Minnich et al. [69] 

theoretically showed that low energy electrons can decrease the Seebeck coefficient from a 

negative portion of the Seebeck distribution curve in heavily doped n-type Si80Ge20. If scattering 

mechanism at the grain boundaries is taking place with the energy filtering which preferentially 

scatters electrons having energies less than the barrier height of the boundary, it can contribute 

towards higher Seebeck coefficient. As a result, power factor of the three samples are comparable 

to each other due to balance in the changes occurring between electrical conductivity and Seebeck 

coefficient (Fig. 3.8c). Figure 3.8d shows that the effective reduction in the thermal conductivity 

results from the smaller grain sizes. Enhanced phonon scattering at the grain boundary leads to 

lower lattice thermal conductivity in samples sintered at lower temperatures as shown in Figure 

3.8e. The effect of grain size reduction on TE properties is investigated in various TE material 

systems. Poudel et al.[26] demonstrated zT improvement from 1.0 to 1.4 using nanostructured 

bismuth antimony telluride bulk alloy (BiSbTe). Joshi et al. [17] and Yan et al. [16] reported 

simultaneous increase in the Seebeck coefficient and large reduction in the thermal conductivity 

through nanocomposite approach in n-type and p-type hH using ball milling process. Similar effect 

of nanostructuring was demonstrated in both of the n-type and p-type silicon germanium bulk alloy 

(SiGe) [39,40]. Here, our result show relatively smaller impact with different sintering conditions 

compared to the literature, because all the samples were processed using ball milling prior to SPS. 

There is compromise in electrical transport and thermal conductivity in samples sintered at lower 

sintering temperatures. The resultant figure of merit (zT) is similar under all three sintering 

conditions as represented in Figure 3.8f and the maximum zT of ~0.9 is achieved at 800 K from 

the sample sintered at 1423 K.  
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Figure 3.8 Thermoelectric properties of n-type hH alloys as a function of sintering temperature. 

(a) electrical conductivity, (b) Seebeck coefficient, (c) power factor, (d) total thermal 

conductivity, (e) lattice thermal conductivity, and (f) figure of merit (zT).  
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3.4 Thermoelectric property improvement through post-annealing process 

As shown in Figure 3.5c, the spark plasma sintering process involves extremely fast heating 

and cooling rate (~500 K/min). It is beneficial to retain nanostructures in the densified sample by 

restricting the grain growth and mass diffusion. On the other hand, it will create structural 

imperfections such as various defects, phase instability (or segregation), and atomic structural 

disorder that can influence on TE properties. Thus, it can be expected that a subsequent heat 

treatment will provide additional tuning of TE properties. Here we studied the effects of post 

annealing (PA) process on the TE properties in n-type hH materials. The post annealing process is 

performed in tube furnace under argon environment. 

Figure 3.9 shows XRD results of the post annealed samples under three different annealing 

conditions. All samples exhibit hH phase without any impurity phase formations during the heat 

treatments which means the samples are thermally stable up to 1023 K under inert gas atmosphere. 

There is a peak shift towards lower angle in the enlarged XRD spectrum between 41-44 two theta 

degrees in Figure 3.9a by applying sufficient temperature and time in the post annealing step. 

Figure 3.9b represents the variation of lattice parameter according to post annealing temperature 

that is extracted from the XRD patterns. It is obvious that higher temperature allows larger unit 

cell volume expansion. It is noted that the annealing temperature is low enough to restrict the 

further grain growth that simultaneously influences the TE properties as discussed in the previous 

section. This has been confirmed by the microstructure observation using SEM. There is no 

significant change in the grain size before and after heat treatment as shown in Figure 3.10a and 

b in comparison to the sintering temperature effect in the section 3.3 (Fig. 3.7). Therefore, we can 

assume that the post heat treatment primarily influences atomic scale structure and defects rather 

than macroscopic reconstruction.  
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Figure 3.9 (a) XRD results with different post annealing conditions in the same n-type hH 

sample. (b) the calculated lattice parameter as a function of post annealing condition . 
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Figure 3.10 SEM image of hH (a) without post annealing (PA), and (b) post annealed hH at 

1023 K for 24 hrs. 

 

The atomic scale reconstruction through the PA process affects the carrier transport properties. 

Table 3.1 represents the electronic transport characteristics including electrical conductivity, 

charge carrier concentration and carrier mobility depending upon the post heat treatment 

conditions. Interestingly the electrical conductivity is increased by applying higher annealing 

temperatures and it doesn’t change significantly with annealing time duration. The low 

temperature annealing slightly increases the carrier concentration from 23.5 to 24.9x1019cm-3 with 

a negligible change in carrier mobility corresponding to small increase in electrical conductivity. 

A higher PA temperature simultaneously enhances the carrier concentration and mobility that leads 

to 28.6 % increase in the electrical conductivity. Increasing the annealing time to 48 hours from 

24 hours has negligible effect on carrier concentration and mobility. These trends coincide with 

the unit cell extension inclination in Figure 3.9b, which implies that the variation of electronic 

transport properties is attributed to the atomic scale deformation and changes in structural 

imperfections. In addition, the results indicate that the atomic reconstruction requires sufficient 

energy to overcome certain activation barrier for mass and defect (or vacancy) diffusion.  
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Table 3.1 Room temperature carrier (electron) concentration and mobility of 

(Hf0.6Zr0.4)NiSn0.99Sb0.01 compound versus post annealing (PA) conditions 

Samples σ (S/cm) 
Carrier Concentration 

(x1019cm-3) 

Carrier Mobility 

(cm2V-1s-1) 

No PA 1190 23.5 31.8 

PA 923 K 24 hrs 1250 24.9 31.3 

PA 1023 K 24 hrs 1530 27.6 34.6 

PA 1023 K 48 hrs 1490 26.7 34.7 

 

Further, the influence of PA process on the overall thermoelectric performance was 

investigated as shown in Figure 3.11. The electrical conductivity results are consistent with the 

Hall effect measurements (Fig. 3.11a). Interestingly, the Seebeck coefficient remains almost 

unaffected from PA process as displayed in Figure 3.11b. There are conflicting results in literature 

on the annealing effect in hH system [11,45,70-72]. Qie et.al. [71] reported that the annealed 

ZrNiSn shows higher electrical resistivity and Seebeck coefficient by controlling the antisite defect 

concentration. They observed a decrease in carrier concentration (n) with prolonged annealing in 

contrast to our finding. On the other hand, Xie et al. [72] demonstrated that there is no obvious 

distinction in electrical resistivity and Seebeck coefficient between unannealed and annealed 

ZrNiSn alloy, and both the properties are slightly decreased in annealed sample. The major 

difference between our result and the literature arises from the simultaneous increase of the carrier 

concentration and mobility. Figure 3.12 shows the carrier concentration dependence of Seebeck 

coefficient with a theoretical Pisarenko curve derived from a single Kane band (SKB) model with 

the effective mass (m*) of 2.8me. The PA samples display higher Seebeck coefficient compared to 

the theoretical prediction that is possibly related to the presence of heavy electrons [11]. It needs 
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further study in conjunction with comprehensive theoretical calculation to verify all the possible 

scenarios. 

 

Figure 3.11 Thermoelectric properties of post annealed n-type hH alloys according to the PA 

process condition. (a) electrical conductivity, (b) Seebeck coefficient, (c) power factor, (d) total 

thermal conductivity, (e) lattice thermal conductivity, and (f) figure of merit (zT) 
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  As a result of PA process, power factor is improved by 15 percent in the sample annealed at 

1023 K for 24 hours (Fig. 3.11c). We also observed that there is a slight increase in thermal 

conductivity, more likely, due to the increase of lattice thermal conductivity with the reduction of 

defects that contribute to phonon scattering (Fig. 3.11d and e). Consequently, a peak zT of 0.97 

is achieved at 873K and zT is improved by 10% in the overall temperature range in the sample 

annealed at 1023 K for 24 hours as represented in Figure 3.11f. 

 

 

Figure 3.12 Seebeck coefficient versus carrier concentration for n-type hH according to post 

annealing conditions. The Pisarenko curve (dotted line) is obtained using a single Kane band 

(SKB) model with the DOS effective mass of m* = 2.8me.  
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3.5 Conclusion 

 The comprehensive optimization for n-type (Hf0.6Zr0.4)NiSn0.99Sb0.01 compound is studied by 

methodical control of processing parameter from melting to post heat treatment. Single phase hH 

was successfully synthesized using RF inductive melting. The hH ingot was transformed into 

nano-sized powders by high energy ball milling. The microstructure of the alloy was controlled by 

varying spark plasma sintering temperature. The smaller grain size led to decrease in the electrical 

conductivity and thermal conductivity simultaneously by enhanced scattering at the grain 

boundaries. Further, the thermoelectric performance was improved by post annealing process. By 

applying enough annealing temperature and time subsequent to SPS, an additional adjustment of 

TE properties was obtained with concurrent increase in carrier concentration and mobility 

accompanied with the variation in electrical conductivity and Seebeck coefficient. As a result, the 

maximum zT of ~1.0 was achieved by optimizing the processing parameters. This provides a good 

baseline for fundamental understanding of synthesis parameters and their influence on material 

property, which can be extended to the other material systems.      
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Chapter 4     Tailoring thermoelectric properties of p-type MCoSb 

(M = Hf, Zr, and Ti) half-Heusler alloys through dopant engineering  

4.1 Introduction 

MCoSb and MNiSn (M = Hf, Zr, and Ti) compounds are a good combination to design a TEG 

module due to similar values of TE properties and thermal expansion coefficient, which is helpful 

for better durability of device under repeated thermal cycling. In addition, the similarity of starting 

elements allows use of the same process for p-type hH synthesis as that developed for n-type hH 

alloys in chapter 3. In this chapter, the optimization of TE properties in p-type MCoSb system is 

studied based on the compositional modification.  

In the hH system, we can expect two major effects from the doping approach. First the addition 

of donor or accepter into the semiconductor, controls the charge carrier concentration and mobility 

that primarily contributes to charge transport in semiconductor as discussed in the section 1.2. It 

is most effective way to tune the electrical conductivity (σ) and the Seebeck coefficient (S) to 

maximize power factor (σS2) as shown in Figure 1.2. Another important effect of the dopant 

engineering is the presence of alloy scattering, resulting in a lower thermal conductivity. The 

substitution of occupied atoms by different atoms will create an atomic disorder and mass 

fluctuation in the crystal which provides additional scattering mechanism. Half-Heusler structure 

has three positions that can be doped as discussed in section 1.4. Here widely studied p-type 

MCoSb compounds are selected to explore the effects of compositional modification on TE 

properties. In this chapter, the dopant engineering will be studied as a powerful strategy for TE 

performance improvement.  
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4.2 Effect of Sn doping on TE properties 

All the established processing conditions in chapter 3 were successfully translated into p-type 

hH synthesis. Figure 4.1a displays the XRD patterns of p-type (Hf0.5Zr0.5)CoSb1-xSnx compounds. 

All the compositions exhibit single phase without any impurity phases. A small peak shift towards 

lower angles is observed by increasing tin concentration. It is attributed to the replacement of small 

size antimony atoms (1.33Å ) by bigger size tin atoms (1.45Å ). As a result, the calculated lattice 

parameter is gradually enlarged by increasing tin concentration as shown in Figure 4.1b. It is 

obvious that the substitutional doping of tin (Sn+4) on the antimony site (Sb+3) creates more hole 

(h+) carriers in the material corresponding to carrier concentration increase as represented in Table 

4.1. Therefore, higher tin doping leads to increase in carrier concentration and slightly decrease in 

mobility, which imparts higher electrical conductivity.  

Figure 4.2 shows the temperature dependence of the TE properties as a function of tin 

concentration (x = 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, and 0.25). The electrical conductivity results are consistent 

with the Hall effect measurement (Fig. 4.2a). The substitution of Sn on Sb site increases the 

electrical conductivity in the overall temperature region. It exhibits degenerate semiconductor or 

metal-like behavior with increasing temperature and follows temperature dependency according 

to relation, σ ∝ T-0.5 that implies alloy scattering is dominant mechanism in the transport [73]. 

Since there is a large increase in the carrier concentration with Sn doping, it can lead to lower 

Seebeck coefficient through the relationship, S ∝ n-2/3 as described in Equation 1.10. Thus the 

effect of Sn doping on the Seebeck coefficient is opposite to the electrical conductivity as shown 

in Figure 4.2b. The contrary relation between the electrical conductivity and the Seebeck 

coefficient results in counterbalancing calculation of power factor (σS2) as displayed in Figure 
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4.2c. The lowest Sn doping represents the highest power factor due to the bigger impact of the 

Seebeck coefficient in the calculation (S2). 

 

 

Figure 4.1 (a) XRD results as a function of Sn doping (x = 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, and 0.25) in p-type 

(Hf0.5Zr0.5)CoSb1-xSnx. and (b) the calculated lattice constant from the XRD. 
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Table 4.1 Room temperature carrier (hole) concentration and mobility of (Hf0.5Zr0.5)CoSb1-xSnx 

compounds versus tin doping level 

Sn doping (x) σ (S/cm) 
Carrier Concentration 

(x1019cm-3) 

Carrier Mobility 

(cm2V-1s-1) 

0.10 668 79.8 5.23 

0.15 748 92.2 5.04 

0.20 1130 148.8 4.76 

0.25 1390 194.9 4.54 

 

As described earlier, the substitutional doping creates point defects and strain field fluctuation 

in the crystal that can influence the phonon transport behavior. Yuan et al. [74] demonstrated 

dramatic reduction in lattice thermal conductivity by Sn substitution in ZrCoSb1-xSnx compound. 

The induced strain field fluctuation effectively suppresses the lattice thermal conductivity. Figure 

4.2d shows the significant influence of Sn doping on the thermal conductivity. The total thermal 

conductivity comprises of the electronic contribution and the phonon contribution (Equation 

1.11). The presence of point defect can scatter the heat-carrying phonon and reduce the lattice 

thermal conductivity. Therefore, the lattice thermal conductivity is decreased by increasing Sn 

fraction as shown in Figure 4e. The electronic contribution of thermal conductivity is proportional 

to the electrical conductivity by Wiedemann–Franz law (κe = LσT, Equation 1.12). Thus the 

higher tin concentration induces higher electronic thermal conductivity in opposition to the lattice 

thermal conductivity. As a result, the intermediate tin concentration presents the lowest total 

thermal conductivity (Fig. 4.2d). Finally, the highest zT of 0.87 was achieved in the tin content of 

0.15 at 900 K as displayed in Figure 4.2f.  
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Figure 4.2 Thermoelectric properties of post annealed p-type (Hf0.5Zr0.5)CoSb1-xSnx hH alloys 

depending upon Sn doping level (x = 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, and 0.25). (a) electrical conductivity, (b) 

Seebeck coefficient, (c) power factor, (d) total thermal conductivity, (e) lattice thermal 

conductivity, and (f) figure of merit (zT). 
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4.3 Reduced thermal conductivity through strong point defect scattering 

Another effective method for tuning the TE properties is the substitution by larger atoms from 

the same group of elements in order to reduce lattice thermal conductivity. Table 4.2 presents 

some of the possible group 4 elements that can occupy M site. Hafnium and zirconium have a 

similar atomic radius but different speed of sound and atomic weight. Titanium exhibits relatively 

larger difference in atomic size and mass compared to others. Therefore, the substitution of Ti on 

Hf/Zr site is likely to have more significant impact on the phonon transport. Figure 4.3 displays 

the XRD patterns of (Hf0.5Zr0.5)1-xTixCoSb0.8Sn0.2 compounds (x = 0.0, 0.1, and 0.2). The titanium 

atoms successfully replace Hf/Zr atoms without any impurity phase formation. The peak shift 

towards larger angle is observed with increasing titanium concentration. The substitution of Hf/Zr 

atoms by smaller size of titanium atom results in reduction of the lattice parameter and shrinkage 

of the unit cell.  

Figure 4.4 represents the effects of Ti-substitution on TE performance in (Hf0.5Zr0.5)1-

xTixCoSb0.8Sn0.2 compositions. In comparison to Sn doping, there are much smaller changes in the 

electrical conductivity and the Seebeck coefficient with Ti doping. Basically Ti, Zr, and Hf belong 

to the same group in the periodic table, thus the substitution of element between them does not 

    

Table 4.2   List of basic properties (atomic radius, weight, and speed of sound) for the selective 

elements in group 4 of periodic table 

Atom Atomic radius (nm) Atomic weight Speed of sound (m⸱s-1) 

Titanium 0.147 47.867 4140 

Zirconium 0.160 91.224 3800 

Hafnium 0.159 178.490 3010 
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create the additional charge carrier contrary to Sn doping. Instead, it is likely to impact carrier 

mobility through the presence of point defects and large mass fluctuation between Ti and Hf (or 

Zr). Higher Ti concentration slightly decreases the electrical conductivity and increases the 

Seebeck coefficient (Fig. 4.4a and b). Consequently, only small difference is observed in the 

power factor as shown in Figure 4.4c. Similar results were reported by He et al. [75] in Hfx(Zr,Ti)1-

xCoSb0.8Sn0.2 system. Here, the biggest impact of Ti substitution is the reduction of thermal 

conductivity. Figure 4.4d shows that the replacement of 0.2 at% of titanium on Hf/Zr sites reduces 

the total thermal conductivity by 20 %. It is attributed to the enhanced phonon scattering by  

 

Figure 4.3 XRD results of (Hf0.5Zr0.5)1-xTixCoSb0.8Sn0.2 compounds according to the titanium 

concentration (x = 0.0, 0.1, and 0.2). 
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Figure 4.4 TE properties of p-type (Hf0.5Zr0.5)1-xTixCoSb0.8Sn0.2 hH alloys (x = 0.0, 0.1, and 0.2). 

(a) electrical conductivity, (b) Seebeck coefficient, (c) power factor, (d) total thermal 

conductivity, (e) lattice thermal conductivity, and (f) figure of merit (zT).   
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stronger point defect scattering. Yan et al. [14] demonstrated an effective reduction in the lattice 

thermal conductivity by using larger difference in the atomic mass and size of Hf and Ti. Similar 

mechanism and impact were investigated in (Zr,Hf)NiSn and (Nb,Ta)FeSb alloys by Liu et al. 

[47]. As displayed in the Table 4.2, titanium has a large difference in atomic mass and speed of 

sound with zirconium and hafnium, thus, it introduces strong point defect scattering through the 

large mass and strain fluctuation in the crystal structure. The enhanced phonon scattering results 

in suppressing lattice thermal conductivity as shown in Figure 4.4e. As the final outcome, the zT 

of p-type hH was further improved by 25% in the overall temperature range and the maximum zT 

of ~1.0 was achieved at 873 K in (Hf0.5Zr0.5)0.8Ti0.2CoSb0.8Sb0.2 compound as presented in Figure 

4.4f. 

4.4 Conclusion 

In this chapter, the optimization of TE properties in p-type hH alloys was investigated by 

dopant engineering. The electronic transport properties were controlled by Sn doping on Sb sites. 

The substitution of Sb atoms by Sn dopant creates additional hole-charge carriers, resulting in 

increase of electrical conductivity and decrease of Seebeck coefficient. Moreover, it suppresses 

lattice thermal conductivity by introducing point defect scattering. Another effective method for 

reducing thermal conductivity was studied by M-site substitution with an ion that has larger 

difference in atomic mass, size and speed of sound. Titanium replacement on Hf/Zr sites was found 

to an important role in suppressing lattice thermal conductivity through stronger point defect 

scattering. As a result, high zT of 1.0 was achieved at 873 K which is 25 % improvement for p-

type (Hf0.5Zr0.5)0.8Ti0.2CoSb0.8Sb0.2 compound. 
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Chapter 5     Decoupled heat-charge carrier transport in multi-phase 

n-type half-Heusler nanocomposites 

5.1 Introduction 

One promising approach towards suppressing lattice thermal conductivity is through 

incorporation of nanoscale inclusions into TE materials that enhances phonon scattering. 

Interestingly, it has been demonstrated that the new interface creation by nanoinclusions 

simultaneously contributes to improved power factor (S2σ) and decreased lattice thermal 

conductivity through energy filtering. Faleev et al. [76] and Zebardaji et al.[77,78] predicted that 

a metal-semiconductor interface can provide an adequate potential barrier which can selectively 

block electrons depending on their energy, resulting in a higher Seebeck coefficient for a given 

carrier concentration. This effect has been experimentally demonstrated in many TE material 

systems. Heremans et al. [79] reported that Pb precipitates in PbTe compounds lead to the 

thermopower (S) enhancement by increasing the energy dependence of the relaxation time. 

Sumithra et al. [80] have demonstrated simultaneous reduction in the lattice thermal conductivity 

and enhancement in power factor by incorporating Bi nanoparticles into the Bi2Te3 matrix. 

Although the effect of nanoinclusions has been demonstrated in hH system as well, the reported 

figure of merit for the nanocomposites was much lower than that of unmodified hH compounds 

(zT ~1) [81-84] . Makongo et al. [83] revealed large increases in both electrical conductivity and 

Seebeck coefficient and moderate reduction of thermal conductivity by developing coherent 

internal phase boundaries in n-type full-Heusler/half-Heusler nanocomposites. In this case, the 

maximum zT of the best nanocomposite was ~0.7 at 775 K. Xie et al.[84] have shown similar 

effects through InSb nanoinclusions and reported that n-type (Ti.Zr,Hf)(CoNi)Sb nanocomposites 
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exhibit maximum zT of ~0.5 at 820 K. The nanocomposite strategies for hH system work on 

certain level, but overall they are not effective as much as in other TE materials. This is due to 

poor TE performance of base hH matrix and compatibility and stability problem of inclusions 

within hH alloys at high temperatures. 

In this chapter, we simultaneously demonstrate the multi-scale phonon scattering and energy 

filtering of hot electrons in n-type (Hf0.6Zr0.4)NiSn0.99Sb0.01 nanocomposites through introduction 

of tungsten nanoinclusions and nanoprecipitation. High melting point of the tungsten assists in 

suppressing undesirable reaction with hH matrix and grain growth at high synthesis temperatures. 

Our results show that the tungsten nanoparticles play a key role in effectively decreasing the 

thermal conductivity of the composite by boosting phonon scattering that is attributed to both 

interfacial phonon scattering between hH and tungsten due to large difference in acoustic 

impedence and integrated phonon scattering in broad length scale by forming multi-scale 

nanostructure. In addition, the tungsten nanoinclusions simultaneously enhance the electrical 

conductivity and Seebeck coefficient by creating a potential barrier at the metal/semiconductor 

interface, which creates an electron energy filtering effect. Owing to these favorable changes in 

electrical and thermal properties, we achieved a noticeably high figure of merit (zTmax ~1.37 at 

873K and zTavg ~0.91 in the range from 300K to 973K) for the optimum level of tungsten 

concentration of 5 wt% in n-hH/W nanocomposites. 
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5.2 Multiple phase nanocomposites through tungsten inclusions 

Figure 5.1a illustrates the multi-scale structure in n-type hH nanocomposite with tungsten 

inclusions and nanoprecipitates. First, we designed the pristine hH matrix to optimize TE 

performance through compositional tuning and combination of RF inductive melting and spark 

plasma sintering. At the atomic level, multicomponent alloying of Hf and Zr at M sites facilitates 

lower thermal conductivity by strong phonon scattering at point defects in the lattice [44]. In 

addition, the rapid fabrication process introduces nano-sized hafnium precipitates in the hH matrix, 

which contributes towards improvement of TE performance [85,86]. The pristine n-type hH 

compound exhibits comparable TE performance with the state-of-art zT as shown in Figure 5.1b 

[17,46,47,87]. Next, metallic nanoparticles are incorporated in the base hH matrix as depicted in 

Figure 5.1a. Several parameters were considered in determining the inclusion material: i) stability 

and compatibility with the matrix at elevated temperatures, ii) large acoustic impedance mismatch 

between a metal (inclusions) and a semiconductor (TE materials), which is beneficial for 

increasing the phonon scattering effect at the metal-semiconductor interface, iii) low heat capacity, 

and iv) a multi-length scale architectural design with the nanoprecipitates, which efficiently 

scatters heat-carrying phonons. Tungsten nanoparticles were found to meet all these criterions and 

thus were selected as an inclusion material. The tungsten inclusions play important role in not only 

reducing thermal conductivity but also enhancing electronic transport properties. The best 

composition for the W/hH nanocomposite shows record high figure of merit in the overall 

temperature region up to 973 K (Fig. 5.1b). 
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Figure 5.1 Schematic illustration of the nanocomposite and figure of merit comparison. (a) The 

structure of multi-scale n-type hH nanocomposite with tungsten inclusions. (b) The comparison 

of thermoelectric performance of the pure n-hH and the nanocomposites developed in this work 

with other literatures1[17,46,47,87]. 
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The desired phase formation for (Hf0.6Zr0.4)NiSn0.99Sb0.01 + x wt% tungsten (W) 

nanocomposites (x = 0, 2, 5, and 10) was confirmed from X-ray diffraction analysis (Fig. 5.2). All 

samples exhibited hH phase without any secondary phases. Tungsten phase (JC-PDS, 00-004-

0806) was observed in the diffraction patterns and the intensity of tungsten peaks increased at 

higher concentration of tungsten nanoparticles. We verified the distribution of tungsten 

nanoparticles by scanning electron microscopy (Fig. 5.3). The backscattered electron diffraction 

(BSED) image and corresponding energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) demonstrated that 

tungsten nanoparticles are homogeneously and widely dispersed in the hH matrix. Tungsten has a 

high melting point (3695 K) which restricts grain growth of tungsten nanoparticles even under 

high sintering temperature of 1323 K. This advantage provides stable distribution of 

nanoinclusions in the hH matrix as represented in EDS mapping. The grain size is not dependent 

on the concentration of tungsten inclusions and the average grain size of the hH matrix is 1.39 m. 

 

Figure 5.2 X-ray diffraction patterns of (Hf0.6Zr0.4)NiSn0.99Sb0.01 + x wt% W nanocomposite. 
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Figure 5.3 SEM Analysis of hH/W nanocomposites. Backscattered electron detector (BSD) for 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (left) and corresponding energy-dispersive X-ray 

spectroscopy (EDS) of tungsten element (right) of (Hf0.6Zr0.4)NiSn0.99Sb0.01 + x wt% W 

nanocomposite. (a) x = 0 wt%, (b) 2 wt%, (c) 5 wt%, and (d) 10 wt%, respectively. 
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To probe the nanoscale distribution of tungsten inclusions in the hH matrix, we have performed 

transmission electron microscopy on a representative sample of (Hf0.6Zr0.4)NiSn0.99Sb0.01 + 5 wt% 

W nanocomposite as shown in Figure 5.4. The inclusions are mostly located at the vicinity of the 

grain boundary, which is the preferred site for the precipitation of new phase. The microscopic 

EDS mapping clearly demonstrates distribution of tungsten nanoparticles in hH matrix (Fig. 5.4b 

and c). The pristine hH matrix has an intrinsic hafnium and hafnium oxide (HfO2) precipitates 

resulting from a supersaturation of high melting point of hafnium during the rapid cooling process 

(Fig 5.5). The EDS mapping of pure hH sample in Figure 5.5 reveals that the nano-sized 

precipitates (~20 nm) are widely dispersed within the grain and at the grain boundary. It has been 

reported that the nano-scale Hf-phase precipitates and phase separation are spontaneously induced 

in the n-type hH compounds under rapid cooling/heating condition. A small concentration of 

oxygen absorbed on the surface of precursors and partial solubility of hafnium in the alloys due to 

high melting point of the hafnium results in the formation of hafnium and hafnium oxide 

precipitates during the cooling process [85,86,88,89]. The nanoscale hafnium and HfO2 

precipitates were also observed around the tungsten nanoinclusions (green dots) in the TEM 

images. The size of Hf-phase is in the range of tens of nanometer as shown in Figure 5.4c (green 

circles). The dimension of the tungsten inclusions is observed in the range from 30 nm to 274 nm 

and the average inclusion size is found to be 98 nm (Inset of Fig 5.4c). The size of Hf-phase 

precipitates is much smaller than the tungsten inclusions, and the average value is found to be 18 

nm. Consequently, we found that the tungsten/n-hH nanocomposite comprises of multiple phases 

with dimensions ranging from tens of nanometer (hafnium/HfO2) to several hundreds of nanometer 

(tungsten). This results in enhanced phonon scattering and thereby lower thermal conductivity 

[42]. 
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Figure 5.4 Structural characterizations of the hH/W nanocomposites. (a) Transmission electron 

micrograph (TEM) of (Hf0.6Zr0.4)NiSn0.99Sb0.01 + 5 wt% W nanocomposite. (b) Elemental 

mapping on the selective area. Red color indicates a tungsten element and green color shows a 

hafnium element. (c) Enlarged TEM image of the tungsten nanoparticles and histogram of 

tungsten particle size distribution (inset). (d) The spot of selective area electron diffraction 

(SAED) for n-hH + 5 wt% W nanocomposite. (e and f) SAED patterns of the region A (hH 

matrix, e), and the region B, respectively (hH matrix and tungsten, f). 
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Figure 5.5 TEM EDS analysis in pure hH and nanocomposite. (a and b) TEM EDS spectrum of 

(a) pure hH and (b) 5 wt% W nanocomposite, respectively. Red line indicates the energy 

spectrum region for tungsten element. (c) TEM bright field image and (d and e) corresponding 

elemental mapping of pure hH sample. (d) Green color shows a hafnium element and (e) blue 

color indicates an oxygen content (no detectable spot for a tungsten element in pure hH sample). 

 

Table 5.1 d-value mismatch (%) along possible matching planes between hH and tungsten 

Matching 

Plane 

d-value 

mismatch (%) 

Matching 

Plane 

d-value 

mismatch (%) 

Matching 

Plane 

d-value 

mismatch (%) 

(111)hH/(110)W 57.1 (200)hH/(110)W 36.1 (220)hH/(110)W -3.67 

(111)hH/(200)W 122.0 (200)hH/(200)W 92.3 (220)hH/(200)W 36.1 

(111)hH/(211)W 171.8 (200)hH/(211)W 135.5 (220)hH/(211)W 66.7 
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The interfacial relationship between hH matrix and tungsten inclusion was investigated using 

selective area electron diffraction (SAED) as shown in Figure 5.4d. We selected two regions that 

are associated with the pure hH matrix and tungsten nanoinclusions for structural analysis using 

EDS (marked as A and B in Fig. 5.4d). The SAED patterns from each region are shown in Figure 

5.4e and f, respectively. The hH matrix shows face-centered cubic diffraction pattern (Fig. 5.4e) 

and additional diffraction spots with body-centered cubic symmetry corresponding to tungsten 

inclusion (Fig. 5.4f), which are marked as yellow circle. The (Hf0.6Zr0.4)NiSn0.99Sb0.01 hH alloy has 

a space group of F4̅3𝑚 with a lattice constant of 6.077 Å . Tungsten has a space group of Im3̅𝑚 

with a lattice constant of 3.165 Å . Thus, the new phase tends to form a partially coherent interface 

with matrix with a specific crystallographic orientation relationship that minimizes misfit energy 

of the system. For hH (fcc structure), there are three close-packed planes, (111)hH, (200)hH, and 

(220)hH. The close-packed plane for tungsten (bcc structure) are (110)W, (200)W, and (211)W, 

opening nine possibilities for presence of matching interface between hH and tungsten [90]. The 

d-value mismatch (δ = (𝑑𝛽 − 𝑑𝛼)/𝑑𝛼) between the nine possible plane pairs are listed in Table 

5.1. The pair corresponding to (220)hH and (110)W plane shows the smallest mismatch of -3.67 % 

and the d-value mismatch in all the other plane pairs is greater than a critical mismatch of 6 % 

[90]. The SAED pattern reveals the matching along (01̅1)W and (02̅2)hH planes marked as red 

circle in Figure 5.4f. This indicates that tungsten inclusions are incorporated in the hH matrix with 

a semi-coherent interface that results in lowering of the Gibbs energy. 
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5.3 Outstanding improvement in PF with electron injection and energy 

filtering effect 

The temperature dependence of electronic transport properties of all the nanocomposites are 

shown in Figure 5.6. The electrical conductivity of hH alloy varied as a function of tungsten 

concentration. It gradually increased from 1.18×105 S⸱m-1 for n-hH to 1.51×105 S⸱m-1 for n-hH/5 

wt% W composites and reached to 1.96×105 S⸱m-1 for n-hH/10 wt% W composite at 300 K, 

resulting in 65% enhancement. This enhancement is caused by the increase in carrier concentration 

due to the presence of metallic tungsten nanoparticles. It has been demonstrated that metallic 

nanoparticle inclusions can be more effective in adding electrons to the conduction band in n-type 

semiconductor compared to dopants [80]. Table 5.2 shows that the carrier concentration and 

mobility vary with tungsten inclusions. The Hall resistivity used to obtain the data in Table 5.2 

also indicates single-carrier electronic conduction. The carrier concentration almost doubles with 

10 wt% tungsten inclusion compared to pure n-hH. This provides evidence of the electron injection 

from metallic tungsten nanoparticles in to the semiconductor hH matrix, resulting in increased 

electrical conductivity. Interestingly, only minor changes are observed in the Seebeck coefficient 

with relatively low concentration of tungsten inclusions of 2 and 5 wt%. On the contrary a large 

drop is present at a high concentration of 10 wt% tungsten inclusion as represented in Figure 5.6b. 

The Seebeck coefficient can be defined by Mott formula as [41,91]: 

 S =
𝜋2
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 (5.1) 

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, q is the carrier charge, EF is the Fermi energy, n(E) and (E) 

are the density and mobility of carrier at energy E, respectively. 
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Figure 5.6 Electronic transport properties of hH/W nanocomposites. (a) Temperature 

dependence of electrical conductivity, (b) Seebeck coefficient, and (c) power factor as a function 

of tungsten concentration, respectively. (d) Carrier concentration dependence of Seebeck 

coefficient at room temperature. 

 

Table 5.2 Room temperature carrier (electron) concentration and mobility of 

(Hf0.6Zr0.4)NiSn0.99Sb0.01 + x wt% W nanocomposites 

Samples S (μV/K) 
Carrier Concentration 

(x1019cm-3) 

Carrier Mobility 

(cm2V-1s-1) 

x = 0  wt% -156 18.52 40.60 

x = 2 wt% -158 20.79 36.70 

x = 5 wt% -152 27.85 28.87 

x = 10 wt% -125 41.82 26.83 
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From the Equation 5.1, the Seebeck coefficient depends on the energy derivative of carrier 

density and mobility. It indicates that higher Seebeck coefficient can be achieved by both a sharp 

modulation in the carrier density of states (DOS) near EF (increase in dn(E)/dE) and the energy 

filtering effect that selectively scatters low energy charge carriers (higher d(E)/dE) [6,41]. Figure 

5.6d shows the carrier concentration dependence of the Seebeck coefficient at room temperature. 

The dashed line represents the calculated Seebeck coefficient of bulk ZrNiSn alloy, derived from 

a single Kane band (SKB) model with the DOS effective mass m* = 2.8 me [12]. Our n-type hH 

alloy shows good agreement with the calculated value on the dashed line. It is noteworthy that the 

introduction of nanoinclusions in hH matrix results in deviation from the calculated bulk ZrNiSn 

values, showing higher Seebeck coefficient at a given carrier concentration. This provides strong 

evidence of the energy filtering effect that results in enhanced Seebeck coefficient by increasing 

d(E)/dE in the Equation 5.1. The power factor (S2σ) was significantly enhanced by introducing 

tungsten nanoinclusions into the hH matrix (Fig. 5.6c). The maximum power factor reached 62.3 

W⸱cm-1K-1 at 773 K for 5 wt% W/n-hH nanocomposite, which is a 36% improvement compared 

to pure n-hH. It is attributed to both an increase of the electrical conductivity by charge carrier 

injection from metallic tungsten nanoinclusions, and the relatively higher Seebeck coefficient at 

the given carrier concentration by energy filtering effect. 

5.4 Thermal conductivity reduction in n-hH/W nanocomposite 

The thermal conductivity (κ) of the nanocomposite was calculated from the measured density 

(), specific heat capacity (CP), and thermal diffusivity using equation  =  CP . As shown in 

Figure 5.7a, the specific heat capacity of the nanocomposites decreases on increasing tungsten 

concentration, due to the contribution of lower specific heat capacity of tungsten (0.132 J⸱g-1K-1). 
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In the case of an isotropic composite with no local stress or strain, the specific heat capacity of the 

composite can be expressed using mixing rule: 

 𝐶𝑝 = 𝑥1𝐶𝑝1 + 𝑥2𝐶𝑝2 + ⋯ + 𝑥𝑛𝐶𝑝𝑛 = ∑ 𝑥𝑘𝐶𝑝𝑘 (5.2) 

where xk = mk/m is mass fraction, and Cpk is a specific heat capacity of component k.  

The calculated Cp values for each sample of n-hH/W nanocomposites are illustrated as dotted 

line in Figure 5.7a. The measured specific heat capacity shows a good correlation according to 

Equation 5.2 except in the lower temperature region. Thus, the intrinsic low specific heat capacity 

of tungsten can contribute towards decrement of thermal conductivity of the composite, 

independent of the scattering effect of the inclusions. The total thermal conductivity of n-hH/W 

nanocomposites was effectively reduced by adding tungsten nanoparticles as shown in Figure 

5.7b. It should be noted that high concentration of tungsten inclusions is not beneficial in 

decreasing thermal conductivity because a large contribution of electrical thermal conductivity 

arising from higher carrier concentration offsets the effect of enhanced phonon scattering by 

nanoinclusions. To clarify the influence of nanoinclusions on the thermal transport by phonon 

scattering, we derived lattice thermal conductivity (lat) by subtracting the electronic component 

e from the total thermal conductivity tot (𝜅𝑙𝑎𝑡 =  𝜅𝑒 − 𝜅𝑡𝑜𝑡). The electronic contribution (e) can 

be estimated by Wiedemann-Franz law as Equation (1.12). Here the Lorenz number is calculated 

by the SKB model incorporating multiple scattering mechanisms of ZrNiSn based hH alloys 

[12,24]. 
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Figure 5.7 Thermal transport properties of hH/W nanocomposites. (a) Temperature dependence 

of total thermal conductivity, (b) lattice thermal conductivity (lattice) derived by subtracting an 

electronic component (e) from the tot, (c) specific heat capacity and (d) figure of merit zT, 

respectively. 
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Figure 5.8 Electronic component of thermal conductivity. Temperature dependence of 

electronic thermal conductivity. The values are calculated by Wiedemann-Franz law. 

 

The electronic contribution of the thermal conductivity becomes comparable with the lattice 

thermal conductivity when the tungsten fraction is sufficiently high (Fig. 5.8). Figure 5.7c presents 

the temperature dependence of the lattice thermal conductivity of n-hH/W nanocomposites. The 

lattice thermal conductivity was effectively suppressed by the addition of tungsten nanoparticles. 

Higher concentrations of tungsten inclusions showed lower lattice thermal conductivity, indicating 

the increase of phonon scattering. For example, a room temperature value of lat ≈ 4.55 W⸱m-1K-1 

was greatly decreased to 2.93W⸱m-1K-1 in the 10 wt% tungsten inclusion sample, a change of 

35%. The reduction of lattice thermal conductivity via tungsten inclusions was observed over a 

wide temperature range. Next, we discuss mechanisms that contribute to the lower lattice thermal 

conductivity in the presence of tungsten inclusions.  
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Table 5.3 Comparison of the acoustic impedance in three mediums of (Hf0.6Zr0.4)NiSn0.99Sb0.01 (n-

hH), hafnium, hafnium oxide (HfO2) and tungsten according to their density and speed of sound 

Materials 
Density 

(g⸱cm-3) 

Speed of sound 

(m⸱s-1) 

Acoustic Impedance 

(107 kg⸱m-2s-1) 

n-hH 9.37 3367 3.16 

Hafnium 13.31 3010 4.01 

HfO2 9.68 5405 5.23 

Tungsten 19.3 5174 9.99 

 

A large acoustic impedance mismatch between a semiconductor and a metal leads to a high 

effective interface phonon scattering [92]. The acoustic impedance (Z) of a material is defined as 

the product of the density () and the speed (c) of the sound waves traveling in the medium: 

 𝑍 = 𝜌𝑐 (5.3) 

 Since the hH semiconductor matrix and the tungsten metal particles have a significant 

difference in both the density (hH = 9.37 g⸱cm-3and W = 19.3 g⸱cm-3) and the speed of sound (chH 

= 3367 m⸱s-1 [93], and cW = 5174 m⸱s-1), there is a large acoustic impedance mismatch between 

ZhH = 3.16×107 kg⸱m-2s-1 and ZW = 9.99×107 kg⸱m-2s-1. However, hafnium shows similar acoustic 

impedance (ZHf = 4.01x107 kg⸱m-2s-1) as that of hH matrix. Further, hafnium oxide has relatively 

small difference in acoustic impedance (ZHfO2 = 5.23x107 kg⸱m-2s-1) as shown in Table 5.3. This 

indicates that the interfacial phonon scattering can be more predominant for tungsten inclusions 

rather than hafnium or hafnium oxide, and thus the lattice thermal conductivity is substantially 

decreased by increasing the interfaces with tungsten.  

A multiphase nanostructure with varying length-scales was developed through mixture of 

hafnium/HfO2 precipitates, tungsten inclusions, and mesoscale grains of hH matrix. This type of 

microstructure can further contribute to an additional reduction in lattice thermal conductivity by 
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inducing integrated phonon scattering across multiple length scales. For example, phonons with 

short and medium mean free paths of less than 100 nm can be scattered by both hafnium/HfO2 

precipitates and tungsten inclusions. Mesoscale grain structure can contribute to scattering of heat-

carrying phonons with longer mean free path. Biswas et al. [42] have shown that phonon scattering 

is more effective by designing hierarchical architectures in p-type PbTe-SrTe doped with 2 mol% 

sodium. Jian et al. [94] have also reported outstanding thermoelectric performance in n-type PbTe 

by inducing a multiphase nanostructure via In, Sb, Pb, and InSb nanoprecipitates. These prior 

results match our findings and confirm the effectiveness of multiphase multi-length 

microstructures. 

5.5 Outstanding figure-of-merit (zT) in nanocomposite 

Simultaneous improvement in the power factor and reduction in thermal conductivity boost 

the figure of merit (zT) in entire temperature region, as represented in Figure 5.7d. The maximum 

zT value reached to ~1.4 at 873 K with 5 wt% tungsten inclusion into the n-type hH matrix, 55% 

improvement compared to hH sample (zTmax ~0.9 at 823K). More importantly, the results show 

that the zT value is improved over a broad temperature range from 773 K to 923 K. The average 

zT in the temperature range of 573 K to 973 K increases from ~0.78 to ~1.20 through incorporation 

of 5 wt% tungsten inclusions. As shown in Figure 5.1b, this is a remarkable improvement 

compared to current state-of-art n-type hH alloys, such as the Ti0.5Hf0.5NiSn0.98Sb0.02 alloy with 

atomic-scale defect disorders (zT= 1.09 ± 0.12 at 800K) [46], the Hf and Nb alloying in 

(Hf0.25Zr0.75)NiSn0.99Sb0.01 and (Zr0.4Hf0.6)0.88Nb0.12CoSb compounds with zT of ~1.0 at 1000 K 

[44,47], and nanostructured (Hf0.75Zr0.25)NiSn0.99Sb0.01 compounds (zT ~ 1.0 at 873 K) [17]. It is 

noteworthy that the zT improvement in our multi-phase nanocomposites is attributed to a 

supplementary advantage of tungsten nanoinclusion in addition to the various strategies 
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demonstrate for the hH alloys. This implies that the multi-scale nanocomposite technique 

demonstrated here can be extended to other thermoelectric materials that have been optimized by 

atomic and nanoscale modifications to further enhance TE performance. 

5.6 Conclusion 

We demonstrate high thermoelectric performance of n-type hH alloy through incorporation of 

tungsten nanoinclusions. A multiphase multi-length-scale microstructure comprising of 

hafnium/HfO2 nanoprecipitates, tungsten nanoinclusions, and mesoscale hH grains was found to 

be highly effective in enhancing the phonon scattering. Reduction in lattice thermal conductivity 

was induced by large acoustic impedance mismatch between the tungsten and hH matrix and 

multiple nanophase architecture. The metallic tungsten injects electrons in to the host hH 

semiconductor which increases electrical conductivity. Higher Seebeck coefficient was achieved 

for given carrier concentration by energy filtering effect at the interfaces between metal inclusions 

and semiconductor matrix. As a result, an outstanding maximum zT of ~1.4 at 873 K and average 

zT of ~1.2 in the temperature range of 573-973 K were achieved for hH alloy with 5 wt% tungsten 

nanoinclusions. 
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Chapter 6     High temperature air stability of half-Heusler alloys for 

thermoelectric energy harvesting  

6.1 Introduction 

In an exergy content (Carnot’s potential) estimation, high temperature heat provides greater 

work potential due to higher quality of the thermal energy [5]. However, utilization of the high 

temperature thermal energy has been challenging due to concerns related to stability and 

sustainability of materials under the intense thermal stress. The elevated temperature leads to 

higher reactivity of materials and makes them fragile and sensitive to the environment. In 

particular, it is critical for a TE power generator to sustain the output performance for a long period 

of time. 

Most of the high performance TE materials are metallic alloys that become more air sensitive 

at higher temperatures. Thus, a TE device generally requires vacuum sealing and packaging to 

protect materials from oxidation. The weak thermal stability of TE material in air at higher 

temperatures often limits their application. While half-Heusler alloy has been gaining attention for 

medium to high temperature application, there is a lack of systematic study in evaluating its 

thermal stability under realistic operating temperatures. Prior to applying the hH materials into 

practical TEG device, a basic understanding of the material stability is required to determine the 

safe working conditions.   

In this chapter, we have investigated the high temperature thermal stability of hH compounds 

in air condition using dynamic and steady state thermal analysis. Four different compositions were 

examined to identify most stable and sustainable ones. The results provided in this chapter will 

guide the design of hH alloy based thermoelectric generator and its output performance. 
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6.2 Dynamic thermal analysis for hH alloys at elevated temperatures 

The overview of thermal stability for hH compounds was demonstrated by a dynamic thermal 

analysis. Here, n-type (Hf0.6Zr0.4)NiSn0.99Sb0.01 (labeled as “n-hH”) and p-type first generation 

(Hf0.5Zr0.5)CoSb0.8Sn0.2 compounds (labeled as “p-hH 1G”) were selected to study the durability 

of the materials under high temperatures with a high heating rate of 10 K/min. Figure 6.1 shows 

thermogravimetry (TGA) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) results on n-hH and p-hH 

1G alloys under the inert gas (argon) atmosphere and air environment. Under the argon atmosphere 

(black lines), both hH alloys exhibit no mass change in TGA curves and no distinct exothermic 

peaks in DSC curves with increase of temperature. It indicates that the hH alloys do not undergo 

any phase transformation and thermal decomposition in the argon atmosphere up to 923 K. 

Moreover, n-type hH displays almost identical trends in TGA and DSC under the ambient air 

condition in contrast to p-hH 1G alloy. The weight of p-type 1G hH alloy increases above 723 K 

in air condition as shown in Figure 6.1b (blue solid line). The weight gain continues to occur with 

the increase of temperature and reaches 0.1 % at 923 K. The absolute weight gain is quite small 

because the dynamic measurement with the high heating rate can limit a diffusion-controlled 

oxidation reaction, resulting in partial surface oxidation of the material. There is a striking contrast 

with the inert gas condition, which indicates that a reasonable amount of oxidation has occurred at 

the surface. The local oxidation that only takes place at the surface level implies minimization of 

the surface contact and the diffusion process would be effective way to reduce the oxidation rate 

and improve the material stability at the given temperature.     
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Figure 6.1 TGA-DSC plots of (a) n-hH and (b) p-hH 1G compounds under two different 

environments of inert gas (argon) and air.  

 

In order to further verify the oxide phase formation at elevated temperature, in-situ XRD with 

isothermal heating was conducted on two samples as represented in Figure 6.2. The diffraction 

patterns were collected at eight different temperatures (T = 300, 573, 673, 773, 798, 823, 848, and 

873 K) while applying isothermal temperature on the sample. The set temperature was held for 40 

minutes while taking the in-situ X-ray diffraction. Data was continuously recorded up to 873 K. 

Both hH alloys are stable below 673 K in air, but a distinct difference in thermal stability occurs 

above 773 K. In contrast to n-hH compound, p-hH 1G shows a stronger secondary phase formation 

involving HfO2, ZrO2, SnO2, Sb2O5, and CoSb phases. The diffraction intensity of hH phase is 

significantly decreased by increasing temperature, indicating that there is a thicker oxide layer 

forming at surface. In case of n-hH phase, diffraction pattern is maintained up to 873 K although 

the intensity decreases with the increase of temperature. This implies that the oxidation of n-hH at 

the surface is weaker than that of p-hH 1G alloy under the same condition. Overall, n-hH alloy 

illustrates better air stability compared to that of p-hH 1G alloy at high temperature.     
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Figure 6.2 In-situ XRD with isothermal heating at eight different temperature (300, 573, 673, 

773, 798, 823, 848, and 873 K) for (a) n-hH and (b) p-hH 1G alloys in air. 

 

6.3 Steady state thermal analysis for hH alloys under isothermal temperature  

In the dynamic thermal analysis, kinetic control of reaction is somewhat restricted due to the 

short duration time of heating. Therefore, a steady-state thermal analysis was conducted that 

applies isothermal heating for a long time. This provides deeper understanding of the oxidation 

reaction in hH alloys at high temperatures in air. The experimental procedure for this analysis is 

described in section 2.3 and Figure 2.3.  

Figure 6.3 shows XRD results on the annealed n-type and p-type 1G hH compounds at 823 K 

for 24 and 72 hours in air. For both compositions, no visible hH phase can be observed indicating 

that the oxide layer is thick enough to block the X-ray penetration into the bulk level. Two samples 

display a similar oxide phase formation involving major peaks of SnO2 with HfO2 and ZrO2.  
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Figure 6.3 X-ray diffraction patterns of (a) n-type hH and (b) p-type hH 1G annealed at 823 K 

for 24 hours and 72 hours.  

 

The oxide phase formation leads to other secondary phase such as Ni3Sn and Ni3Sn2 for n-hH and 

CoSb for p-hH 1G. Based on theoretical calculation by Berche and Juned [95], an incorporation 

of oxygen into hH TiNiSn matrix partially decomposes the hH phase into Ti2O3 and Ni3Sn phases. 

This implies that a partial oxidation of M-site element in MNiSn system induces the Ni-Sn 

secondary phase formation such as Ni3Sn, Ni3Sn2, and Ni3Sn4 by thermodynamic control. Here the 

coexistence of HfO2/ZrO2 phases and nickel stannides (Ni3Sn and Ni3Sn2) can be observed in the 

annealed n-hH sample at 823 K. By increasing time, the Ni3Sn2 phase was transformed to Ni3Sn 

phase possibly due to the SnO2 phase formation. Figure 6.4 represents the cross-sectional BSED-

SEM images of annealed n-hH samples with EDS mapping of elements. It is clear that the oxide 

phase such as HfO2, ZrO2, and SnO2 are formed on the outer sides and Ni-Sn phase is observed 

just below the oxide layers, which is accordance with the reported results by Galazka et al. [96]. 

The longer annealing time increases the oxide thickness from ~10 m to ~20 m as shown in 

Figure 6.4a and b.   
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Figure 6.4 Cross-sectional BSED-SEM images of annealed n-type hH samples at 823 K with 

elemental EDS mapping according to the annealing time (a) 24 hours, and (b) 72 hours.  

 

Interestingly, p-type 1G hH also presents similar phase formation involving the oxide phases 

of HfO2, ZrO2, SnO2, Sb2O5, and CoSb secondary phase. However, the oxidation reaction is more 

severe than that of n-hH as shown in Figure 6.5. In shorter duration of 24 hours (Fig. 6.5a), the 

oxide thickness is comparably small (~10 m). However, the thickness of oxide layer notably 

increases to ~65 m by increasing time to 72 hours as displayed in Figure 6.5b. Despite relatively 

small fraction of Sn (0.2 at%), SnO2 phase peak is observed in XRD and strong elemental 

concentration of Sn beneath the surface is observed. It is attributed to Sn segregation on the surface. 

Basically surface segregation and atomic ordering in alloy is driven by minimizing the surface 

energy [97,98]. Table 7.1 lists the surface energy of the elements that comprise of the hH alloys. 

Tin and antimony have considerably lower surface energy (~0.7 and ~0.6 J⸱m-2) than other 

elements (>2.0 J⸱m-2) which can be one of driving force for the segregation by heating [98]. 

Moreover, Sn has much lower ionization energy (708.6 kJ/mol) compared to that of Sb (834 

kJ/mol), resulting in a preferable oxidation reaction. 
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Table 6.1 List of surface energy and first ionization energy for different elements present in 

the hH MNiSn and MCoSb compounds [99] 

Elements Hf Zr Ti Ni Co Sn Sb 

Surface energy (J⸱m-2) 
2.193, 

2.150 

1.909, 

2.000 

1.989, 

2.100 

2.380, 

2.450 

2.552, 

2.550 

0.709, 

0.675 

0.597, 

0.535 

1st ionization energy (kJ⸱mol-1) 658.5 640.1 658.8 737.1 760.4 708.6 834 

 

The surface oxidation can affect thermoelectric properties of hH alloys. Figure 6.6 displays 

the electrical property variation in long-term annealed n-hH and p-hH 1G compounds. As shown 

in the SEM images of Figure 6.4 and 6.5, the oxidation basically occurs at the surface. The overall 

electrical property does not change significantly when the penetration of oxidized layer is limited 

(<20 m). The long-time annealed n-hH samples show stable performance in both electrical 

resistivity and Seebeck coefficient. On the contrary, 72 hours annealed p-hH 1G alloy  

 

Figure 6.5 Cross-sectional  BSED-SEM images of annealed p-type 1G hH samples at 823 K with 

elemental EDS mappings according to the annealing time (a) 24 hours, and (b) 72 hours. 
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shows more than 30% of increase in electrical resistivity and 10% degradation in Seebeck 

coefficient due to the severe oxidation and loss of Sn dopants at the surface.  

6.4 Thermal stability improvement in p-type hH through compositional 

modification 

Compared to n-type hH composition, p-type 1G hH exhibited a significant degradation at 823 

K in air. In order to overcome this problem, the Ti-substituted MCoSb (discussed in chapter 4) and 

new p-type NbFeSb composition was investigated. Here, the Ti-substituted 

(Hf0.4Zr0.4Ti0.2)CoSb0.8Sn0.2 compound is named as a second generation (labeled as “p-hH 2G”) 

and new p-type (Nb0.6Ti0.4)FeSb0.95Sn0.05 composition is named as a third generation (labeled as 

“p-hH 3G”).   

 

Figure 6.6 Electrical resistivity and Seebeck coefficient variation in two different compositions 

of n-hH and p-hH 1G. (a) resistivity change and (b) Seebeck coefficient change at 823 K as a 

function of duration time. 
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Figure 6.7 In-situ XRD with isothermal heating at eight different temperatures (300, 573, 673, 

773, 798, 823, 848, and 873 K) for (a) p-hH 2G and (b) p-hH 3G alloys in air. 

 

Figure 6.7 shows in-situ XRD results of p-hH 2G and 3G alloys from room temperature to 

873 K. Compared to p-hH 1G alloys, Ti-substituted MCoSb composition show improved thermal 

stability up to 773 K. However, this composition is also sensitive to the oxidation at higher 

temperatures above 823 K as shown in Figure 6.7a. Surprisingly, NbFeSb-based composition 

presents remarkably stable XRD results over the whole high temperature region in the air. Strong 

and predominant hH phase is observed up to 873 K. It can be noted that pure NbFeSb compound 

reported by Silpawilawan et al. [100] exhibits worse stability compared to other composition. It is 

probably attributed to high fraction of titanium element in M-site (40 at%). The effects of titanium 

on the high temperature stability in hH structure needs to be further investigated by more controlled 

experiments.  

Steady-state thermal stability at high temperature of 873 K was examined to understand 

operating temperature limit encouraged by the result of excellent stability of p-hH 3G compound. 
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Figure 6.8 Comparison of BSED-SEM images in four different hH compositions with different 

annealing condition. (a) n-hH, (b) p-hH 1G, (c) p-hH 2G, and (d) p-hH 3G at 873 K for 24 and 

72 hours. 

 

Figure 6.8 shows BSED-SEM images of four different compositions of n-hH, p-hH 1G, 2G, 

and 3G alloys after long-term annealing at 873 K. Despite the formation of oxide layer at surface, 

n-hH alloy presents relatively small change in the oxidation layer thickness (~30 m) at higher 

temperatures after 72 hours. A mass change of less than 1 % was observed as shown in Figure 

6.8a and 6.9a. Figure 6.10a indicates relevant XRD results for the 873 K annealed n-hH alloy for 

two different annealing times. It has almost identical diffraction pattern with that for 823 K-24 

hours annealed sample (Fig. 6.3). Figure 6.10b shows more clear Ni3Sn intermediate phase 

formation beneath the oxide layer. Nickel stannides are well known for excellent protection of 

metals by restriction of carbon diffusion [101,102]. Thus the slower 
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propagation of oxide phase in n-hH alloy can be related to the Ni-Sn intermediate phase formation.        

 Unfortunately, p-hH 1G alloy was fully oxidized and pulverized after annealing at 873 K for 

72 hours with 26 % of a mass gain. On the other hand, p-hH 2G compound can survive under the 

same condition by simply replacing Hf/Zr atoms to 20 at% of titanium, which is in accordance 

 

Figure 6.9 Summary of (a) mass change and (b) oxide thickness of four hH compounds 

depending on duration time at 873 K annealing. 

 

Figure 6.10 (a) XRD patterns of annealed n-type hH alloy at 873 K for 24 and 72 hours. (b) the 

corresponding BSED-SEM image of longer time annealed n-hH with EDS mapping.  
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with a dynamic thermal analysis of in-situ XRD as a better thermal stability under the heating. 

However, it is still susceptible to oxidation at higher temperature, exhibiting a mass gain of 11.6% 

and thick oxidation layer of 268 m after 72 hours annealing as displayed in Figure 6.8c, 6.9, and 

6.12a. It involves only oxide phases, such as SnO2, Sb2O5, and ZrSn0.5Ti0.5O4 as presented in X-

ray diffraction and EDS mapping (Fig. 6.11a and Fig. 6.12a).  

The most noticeable change in high temperature thermal stability has been found in p-type 3G 

hH alloy as shown in Figure 6.8d, 6.9, 6.11b, and 6.12b. The p-type NbFeSb-based hH alloy 

shows exceptional thermal stability at higher temperature of 873 K for 72 hours. Very thin oxide 

layer (<5 m) is formed at the surface of p-hH 3G alloy which is further identified  as TiO2 phase 

in XRD and EDS mapping (Fig. 6.11b and 6.12b, respectively).  

As a result, both of n-type hH and p-type 3G hH compounds represent excellent high 

temperature thermal stability in terms of electrical transport properties as shown in Figure 6.13. 

 

Figure 6.11 X-ray diffraction patterns of (a) p-type 2G and (b) 3G hH compounds that annealed 

at 873 K for 24 hours and 72 hours. 
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Figure 6.12 Cross-sectional BSED-SEM images of the annealed (a) p-type 2G and (b) 3G hH 

samples at 873 K for 72 hours with elemental EDS mappings.  

 

 

 

Figure 6.13 Electrical resistivity and Seebeck coefficient variation in three different 

compositions of n-hH, p-hH 2G and p-hH 3G. (a) resistivity change and (b) Seebeck coefficient 

change at 873 K as a function of duration time. 
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The electrical resistivity and Seebeck coefficient of n-hH and p-hH 3G remains almost constant in 

contrast to p-hH 2G compound. The p-hH 2G alloy shows a significant increase in electrical 

resistivity and Seebeck coefficient due to the formation and penetration of oxide layers.   

6.4 Conclusion 

In this chapter, a high temperature thermal stability of various hH compositions is studied by 

dynamic and steady-state thermal analysis. All the hH compositions are stable up to 673 K in air, 

but above 773 K the thermal stability turns to be very sensitive to their chemical composition. The 

n-type hH alloy generally shows stable TE performance after heat treatment with slower rate of 

the oxidation reaction at high temperature and for long duration time. This is related to semi-

metallic nickel stannide phase formation. The p-type hH series displays dramatic change in the 

high temperature thermal stability according to their chemical compositions. The 

(Nb0.6Ti0.4)FeSb0.95Sn0.05 compound exhibits outstanding high temperature stability in TE 

properties and phase transformation. More investigations are required in order to fully understand 

the mechanism behind these variations.  
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Chapter 7     Half-Heusler based thermoelectric generator 

7.1 Introduction 

In thermoelectric community, it has been one of the biggest challenge to translate high TE 

performance of materials into excellent TE devices. There has been a lot of outstanding progress 

and innovation in material zT improvement through band engineering [31,62,63,103-105], 

nanostructuring [26,27,39,40,44,69,87,106-110], phonon scattering control [13-

15,30,46,47,71,111-113], nanocomposite [25,43,82,83,85,114], and multi-scale hierarchical 

architecture [42,94,115,116]. However, the corresponding TE devices and their performance have 

not seen similar advances. Commercially, only few companies such as TECTEG, Thermo-Gen, 

Tellurex and Gentherm Inc. have been successful in fabricating medium temperature modules. In 

order to achieve TE-based power generators, it is essential to achieve more than 10% of conversion 

efficiency (η) at the device level with reliable and sustainable operation over a broad temperature 

range. Therefore, the “performance” and the “stability” should be considered in parallel to provide 

a major step forward. TE material’s performance and stability have been addressed in the previous 

chapters as a step towards design of high output performance TE device. Here, a successful 

translation of outstanding material property into excellent TEG performance is achieved by 

minimizing parasitic loss in the device. As a result, the high power density and the conversion 

efficiency of hH based TEG is obtained along with excellent long-term air stability of device at 

high temperatures. 

7.2 Fabrication of uni-couple half-Heusler TEG 

In general, a thermoelectric generator comprises of two different n-and p-type of TE 

semiconductors. Since the TE device will undergo a high temperature heat cycling to generate 
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electricity, similarity of thermal property between two materials is very important to avoid 

mechanical failure of the materials during the operation. For example, a large difference in the 

coefficient of linear thermal expansion (CTE) between two TE materials may give rise to a serious 

problem of cracking or delamination in the materials by applying a large temperature gradient into 

small size of the TE legs. Interestingly, n-type (Hf,Zr)NiSn and p-type (Hf,Zr)CoSb compounds 

exhibit analogous CTE between them as shown in Figure 7.1. There is only 3 % difference 

between n-type and p-type hH up to 1000 K, which is in a good agreement with the literature 

[7,117].  
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Figure 7.1 The coefficient of linear thermal expansion for n-type (Hf0.6Zr0.4)NiSn0.99Sb0.01 (red 

square) and p-type (Hf0.5Zr0.5)CoSb0.8Sn0.2 (blue circle) alloys.  
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Figure 7.2 displays the overall fabrication process for high quality uni-couple TEG. In order 

to produce a massive number of TEG legs for device fabrication, the hH wafer size was enlarged 

to 30 mm diameter by modifying sintering condition (Fig. 7.2a) and material’s uniformity over 

the extensive area was examined as shown in Figure 7.2c. It shows almost identical electrical 

resistivity over the five different TEG legs with less than 4 % of standard deviation. Next, accurate 

wafer dicing was conducted using MA-1006 micro automation dicing saw. Low cutting speed 

(1.27 mm⸱s-1) and spindle rpm (16 krpm) were applied to avoid cracking problem considering high 

hardness and brittleness of hH alloys. Figure 7.2b represents the diced hH wafers with the micro 

control program cutting steps. The size of the legs was determined from theoretical calculation of 

module design by considering thermal loss and device efficiency [118]. The fabricated n-type and 

p-type hH legs were assembled electrically in series and thermally in parallel using the Cu-based 

high-temperature brazing material as shown in Figure 7.2d.  

 

 

Figure 7.2 (a) Enlarged size of hH wafers for TEG fabrication, (b) diced hH wafer with high 

accuracy of 0.01 mm, (c) the electrical resistivity uniformity of n-type and p-type TEG legs, and 

(d) the structure of uni-coupled TEG. 
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In order to effectively translate the TE material’s performance to the device output, it is essential 

to minimize the parasitic losses due to the contact resistance between the TEG legs and electrodes 

[118]. The effective ZT of the thermoelectric device is given by the following equation [119,120], 

 (𝑍𝑇)𝐷 =
𝑙

𝑙 + 2𝜎𝑟𝑐
(𝑍𝑇)𝑀 (7.1) 

where 𝑙  is the length of the thermoelectric leg, 𝑟𝑐  is the contact resistance, 𝜎  is the electrical 

conductivity and (𝑍𝑇)𝑀 is the effective 𝑍𝑇 of the thermoelectric material between the hot-side and 

the cold-side. The electrical conductivity for (Hf,Zr)NiSn and (Hf,Zr)CoSb based materials is 

about ~105 S⸱m-1 at room temperature, which means a very low 𝑟𝑐  plays a prominent role in 

controlling the TE device performance according to Equation 7.1. For power generation 

applications, p-type and n-type materials are connected in series by brazing onto a conductive 

substrate as shown in Figure 1.4 and Figure 7.2. The brazing material should have high electrical 

and thermal conductivity, possess similar thermal expansion as that of TE material, exhibit high 

wetting capability with the material surface and avoid interfacial reactions [119]. Here, we 

connected the thermoelectric legs with the copper interconnect high-temperature brazing material.  

Next, the contact resistance of both TE legs was measured by a four-probe technique as represented 

in Figure 7.3. Figure 7.3a illustrates the working mechanism of the four probe measurement. The 

probe scans the surface of TE leg in the direction of bottom electrode → brazing Cu-alloy → TE 

legs → brazing Cu-alloy → top electrode as shown in Figure 7.3b. The contact resistance (𝑟𝑐) of 

p- and n-type legs with the brazing material were measured to be < ~1 ⸱cm2, showing ultra-low 

values compared to other hH based modules in the literature [31,121]. Figure 7.3c and d displays 

the four-probe scan data for both TE legs. It is clear that there is a negligible contact resistance for 

both TE legs. 
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Figure 7.3 (a) The schematic illustration of contact resistance measurement, (b) picture of 

home-made contact resistance measurement system and TEG, (c) contact resistance of p-type 

TE leg and, (d) n-type TE leg.   

 

7.3 High power density and efficiency TEG based on nanocomposite  

Figure 2.5 shows uni-couple hH TEG and test set up for the power output and conversion 

efficiency measurement of the TEG. Internal resistance (𝑟𝑖), short circuit current (𝐼𝑆𝐶), and peak 

output power (𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥) for the device can be evaluated using the expressions: 

 𝑟𝑖 =
𝑉𝑜𝑐 − 𝑉𝑑

𝐼𝑑
 (7.2) 
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𝐼𝑆𝐶 =

𝑉𝑜𝑐

2𝑟𝑖
 

(7.3) 

 
𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 =

𝑉𝑜𝑐
2

4𝑟𝑖
 

(7.4) 

where, 𝑉𝑑 is the device voltage and 𝐼𝑑 is the device current.  

We measured the open circuit voltage  (𝑉𝑜𝑐), device voltage (𝑉𝑑), calculated the internal 

resistance (𝑟𝑖) and the peak power output (𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥) by varying hot-side temperature from 473 K to 

873 K under nearly constant cold-side temperature of 293 K. 

 

Figure 7.4 The output performance of uni-couple 1G hH TEG. (a) open circuit voltage, (b) 

maximum peak output power, (c) power density, and (d) conversion efficiency as a function of 

the temperature difference. 
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Figure 7.4 indicates the output performance of uni-couple hH TEG based on the first 

generation (1G) compounds of n-type (Hf0.6Zr0.4)NiSn0.99Sb0.01 and p-type (Hf0.5Zr0.5)CoSb0.8Sn0.2. 

At the highest temperature of 873 K (ΔT = 520 K), the uni-couple 1G hH TEG represented the 

output voltage of 122.5 mV, the peak power of 784 mW with the resistance of 12.9 m as shown 

in Figure 7.4a and b. This results in high power density of 7.73 W⸱cm-2 and conversion efficiency 

of 6.83 % under the input heat flux (Qin) of 11.4 W (Fig. 7.4c and d). 

In order to further improve the TEG output performance, higher zT hH alloys called as second 

generation (2G), were applied as the replacement of 1G TE legs. The n-type tungsten/hH 

nanocomposite and Ti-substituted p-type (Hf0.4Zr0.4)Ti0.2CoSb0.8Sn0.2 compound were used for the 

uni-coupled 2G hH TEG. The temperature dependence of output voltage (𝑉𝑜𝑐) and maximum peak 

power (𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) for the 2G hH TEG is shown in Figure 7.5a and b, respectively. At temperature 

difference (T) of 674 K, the uni-couple TEG showed  𝑉𝑜𝑐  ~230.31 mV,  𝐼𝑆𝐶  ~12.25 A and the 

𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥  ~1410.7 mW. The uni-couple resistance (𝑟𝑖) is ~9.4 mΩ at the highest temperature.  

 

 

Figure 7.5 The output performance of uni-couple 2G hH TEG. (a) Open circuit voltage (Voc). 

(b) Maximum peak output power as a function of the temperature difference (T). 
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Figure 7.6 Comparison of (a) power density, and (b) conversion efficiency of the 

nanocomposite TEG developed in this work and other hH based TEGs [50,61,64,121,122] 

reported in previous studies as a function of temperature difference (T). 

 

 

Compared to the output performance of 1G hH TEG at the same temperature gradient, the output 

voltage was increased by 47.7 % and the maximum power was improved by 21.5 % in 2G hH 

TEG. The power density of uni-couple 2G hH TEG is also calculated from the peak power output 

and the activation area of TEG as shown in Figure 7.6a. The power density of this device was 

measured to be ~13.93 W⸱cm-2 across a temperature difference of 674 K. Figure 7.6b shows the 

conversion efficiency of 2G hH TEG corresponding to the output performance. The outstanding 

conversion efficiency of 10.7 % was achieved at ΔT = 674 K.   

We compare our output performance with other hH-based TEGs reported in the literature 

[50,61,64,121,122]. Zhang et al. [122] developed a 1kW TEG system comprising of 400 TEG 

modules under a temperature difference of 339 K, where the TEG module produces a power 

density of 4 W⸱cm-2 across a temperature difference of 500 K. Zhu et al. [61] demonstrated a power 
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density of 1.2 W⸱cm-2 under T = 603 K from a hH module based on n-type ZrNiSn alloys and p-

type FeNb0.8Ti0.2Sb compounds. Seven pairs of uni-couple hH module were demonstrated by 

Bartholome et al. [121] that exhibited power density of 3.2 W⸱cm-2 under T = 527 K. Joshi et al. 

[64] reported the power density of ~8.9 W⸱cm-2 with a high conversion efficiency of 8.9 % across 

a temperature difference of 678 K. Zhu et al. [50] recently demonstrated a good transition of the 

record high zT into outstanding TEG performances in p-type ZrCoBi0.65Sb0.15Sn0.20. The single leg 

TEG for ZrCoBi shows the peak power density of ~9.3 W⸱cm-2 and the conversion efficiency of 

~9 % at the hot-side temperature of 823K [50]. As represented in Figure 7.6, our TEG compares 

favorably with the record high TEG performance over a wide temperature range and exhibits 

highest power density of ~13.93 W⸱cm-2 and conversion efficiency of ~10.7 % at the T = 674 K. 

This result confirms that the significant improvement obtained in material performance can be 

translated into excellent TEG device performance through an optimized manufacturing process 

that results in reduced contact resistance. 

7.4 Long-term TEG performance under high temperature heat cycling 

Based on the thermal stability study in chapter 6, two different types of uni-coupled TEG were 

fabricated using the pair of W/n-hH nanocomposite (n-hH) and (Hf0.4Zr0.4Ti0.2)CoSb0.8Sn0.2 (p-hH 

2G) and another pair of n-hH and (Nb0.6Ti0.2)FeSb0.95Sn0.05 (p-hH 3G). Figure 7.7a shows the 

operation time dependence of the output TEG performance in two TEGs at hot side temperature 

of 823 K in air. The cold side temperature was kept constant at 294 K by cooling water and the 

output power of the devices was normalized for a comparison. There is a distinct difference 

between two TEG devices in the output power durability over the time. The MNiSn/MCoSb-based 

TEG exhibits a rapid degradation after 12 hours of operation. The output power of MNiSn/MCoSb-

based TEG was decreased by about half after a long time operation for 5 days in air.  
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In contrast, MNiSn/NbFeSb-based TEG displays very stable output performance in the long time 

operation for 7 days in air. It was only degraded by 6.5 % from the initial output power. The long-

term durability results of two TEG devices are in agreement with our earlier study on the material 

stability in chapter 6. The (Nb0.6Ti0.4)FeSb0.95Sn0.05 composition showed excellent in-air thermal 

stability at high temperature in contrast to the MCoSb compositions. Since n-type MNiSn hH 

composition also exhibited good stability in electrical properties under the heat treatment, the big 

difference in the durability of the devices is mainly attributed to the material’s stability of p-type 

hH compositions. Further higher hot side temperature was applied in the stable MNiSn/NbFeSb-

based TEG as shown in Figure 7.7b. Although the output power was degraded a little bit more (-

1%) at higher temperature, the output power still remained as a pretty high number of 92.5 %. It 

is noted that increasing the hot side temperature by 50 K provides 25 % conversion efficiency 

improvement from the theoretical calculation using Equation 1.19 as represented in Figure 1.5. 

 

Figure 7.7 TEG performance as a function of operation time. (a) Long-term output power 

comparison between two different uni-coupled TEG types (n-hH/p-hH 2G and n-hH/p-hH 3G) 

at 823 K in air, and (b) output performance of MNiSn-NbFeSb uni-coupled TEG at 823 and 873 

K in air. 
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Therefore, the 1 % drop by elevating temperature can be amply compensated by higher output 

power generation.   

7.5 Conclusions 

In this chapter, high output performance of hH-based TEG module was demonstrated with the 

durable TEG performance under the long time operation in air. High quality uni-coupled hH TEGs 

were fabricated by adjusting extremely low contact resistance of ~1 ⸱cm2. The output TEG 

performance can be improved by applying higher quality hH nanocomposite material. The 

outstanding TE material properties were successfully translated into the TEG module output. The 

hH nanocomposite based TEG showed a record-high power density of ~13.93 W⸱cm-2 and 

conversion efficiency of ~10.7 % at T = 674 K. Further, excellent output performance durability 

of TEG device was demonstrated under the long time operation at 873 K in air by replacing p-type 

TE legs from vulnerable MCoSb alloy to stable NbFeSb alloy that discovered in chapter 6. The 

durable MNiSn/NbFeSb based TEG device represents very stable output power with only 7.5 % 

decrease for 7 days of operation in air. This study establishes a connection between the material’s 

properties and the device’s performance in terms of the output power generation and the durability 

of the device.  
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Chapter 8     Summary and Outlook 

8.1 Summary 

The overarching objective in this dissertation was to design high performance hH materials 

and demonstrate their performance in TEG modules. Comprehensive studies were conducted to 

understand the mechanisms controlling the material property over a wide range of temperatures. 

Previous chapters provide fundamental guidelines for tuning of TE property, strategies for 

decoupling of heat-charge carrier transport, and design principles for realizing thermally stable hH 

composition at high temperature in air condition. Extensive efforts were dedicated towards design, 

synthesis and characterization of novel nanocomposite architectures. Thermal stability of 

synthesized materials was characterized under realistic operating environments. Using the 

optimized compositions, high performance TEG modules were developed with low contact 

resistances. 

In chapter 3 and 4 of this dissertation, TE properties of n-type MNiSn and p-type MCoSb are 

explored through synthesis process optimization and composition modification. The combination 

of RF induction melting, high energy ball milling, and spark plasma sintering techniques resulted 

in a high-quality single phase hH alloy with small grain sizes and high density. The control of 

sintering temperature provided variation in grain sizes of the hH alloys from sub-micron to 

nanoscale. Post annealing treatment of sintered materials provided additional tuning of the charge 

carrier concentration and mobility. Dopant engineering was found to be effective way to tailor 

electrical and thermal transport properties in p-type hH alloys. As a result, a high peak zT of ~1.0 

was achieved in both n- and p-type hH alloys. 

In chapter 5, novel multi-phase nanocomposite was developed by incorporation of tungsten 

nanoparticles into n-type hH alloy. The novel nanocomposite design played a critical role in 
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realizing a record-high zT for n-type hH alloys by providing simultaneous improvement of the 

power factor (S2σ) and reduction in thermal conductivity (κ). This unique microstructure facilitates 

multi-length-scale phonon scattering and electron injection/energy filtering that efficiently 

decouples electronic and thermal transports.  

High temperature thermal stability of hH materials was investigated in chapter 6. Four 

different hH compositions were studied by dynamic and steady-state thermal analysis. The n-type 

MNiSn and p-type NbFeSb compounds showed excellent thermal stability at high temperature up 

to 873 K in air condition. On the other hand, p-type MCoSb compounds were only stable up to 

673 K and had a serious degradation above the temperature of 773 K in air due to significant 

surface oxidation. 

Building upon the hH material studies, high output hH TEGs were fabricated that exhibited 

extremely low contact resistance of ~1 , as described in chapter 7. The outstanding material 

figure of merit was successfully translated into module performance. The TEG module was found 

to exhibit ultra-high power density and conversion efficiency. The excellent thermal stability of n-

type MNiSn and p-type NbFeSb compounds was translated into stable and sustainable TEG 

operation in air at high temperatures.  

Major achievements of this study are: 

(i) A fundamental understanding of material design methodology for thermoelectric 

materials that provides the ability to tailor electronic transport and phonon scattering 

beyond the commonly demonstrated regimes (chapter 3, 4, and 5). 

(ii) Realizing simultaneous improvement in power factor (20 %) and reduction in thermal 

conductivity (16 %) compared to the state-of-the-art n-type hH materials through 

synergistic impacts created by multi-phase nanostructure. This resulted in highest 
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thermoelectric performance among reported n-type hH materials with 25 % 

improvement in figure of merit (chapter 5). 

(iii) Development of fundamental knowledge for high temperature in-air thermal stability in 

different compositions of hH alloys. Results provide insight into the compositional 

design for higher durability hH materials. 

(iv) Realizing the highest power density (13.93 %) and conversion efficiency (10.7 %) in 

hH material based TEG module through very low contact resistance and high figure of 

merit hH materials. 

(v) Successful translation of material’s properties into the TEG module performance in 

terms of the output power and stability. 

These findings will create tremendous excitement in thermoelectric community and advance 

the thermoelectric applications for waste heat recovery systems. Further, the material design 

approach demonstrated in this study will be of interest to broader community in tailoring the 

electrical and thermal behavior and material’s stability to further realize high output device 

performance. 

8.2 Outlook 

The analysis and design principles presented in this dissertation can be further expanded to 

other material systems in order to improve the material performance and obtain better 

understanding of the mechanisms. Several suggestions are given below. 

Even though the effect of post heat treatment is clear at the macroscopic scale, additional 

analysis involving NMR spectroscopy, XPS, and TEM is required to provide a deeper 

understanding of post annealing effects. In addition, the impact of post annealing on p-type hH 

materials and the best conditions for heat treatment were not fully determined. The fundamental 
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understanding of the mechanisms will give an advantage in introducing effective post treatment 

technology for TEs.  

There are more opportunities in the nanocomposite design by controlling variety of 

microstructural parameters. Different types of nanoinclusions can be introduced in the hH matrix 

following the concept nanocomposite design proposed in this dissertation. Basic requirements for 

the metallic inclusions are that it should be non-reactive and stable at temperatures above 1273 K. 

The difference between sound speed of nanoinclusion and hH matrix, crystal structure, work 

function, band structure, and specific heat capacity are the other intrinsic parameters that should 

be considered. The nanoparticle size, concentration, grain size of matrix, charge carrier 

concentration of matrix are extrinsic control parameters. Finding the interrelationship between 

intrinsic/extrinsic parameters and TE properties can provide a breakthrough in the nanocomposite 

design that can be extended to all the TE materials. The theoretical modeling of the band structure 

and correlation between inclusions and hH matrix can elucidate better understanding of the 

mechanisms. 

The thermal stability study provides insight into high temperature stable material design. The 

function and effectiveness of Ni-Sn phase on high temperature thermal stability needs to be 

systematically studied by external Ni-Sn film surface coating. This dissertation provides 

experimental results on the thermal stability of materials. Thus, it can be extended to more 

systematic and precise modeling/experimental study that involves control of oxygen partial 

pressure, and dependence on Ti (or Nb) concentration. It would allow us to find the best 

composition having excellent thermal stability. 
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